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REGULATIONLUNATI£

THE heading does not refer to the, regulation of lunatics, but to the regulations
which are to be introduced by the Ministry of Civil Aviation in regard
to pilots' power flying licences, just announced.

Whereas formerly a power flying "A" licence cou,ld ~e obtained after
three hours' solo flying, a new "ab initio" applicant, willl\ave to do 15 hours'
solo an~ forty all told. This is lunatic regulation.

The announcement by theMCA reads as follows: "The Class' A ' Pilot's
licen~e for non professional flyers is to be replaced sho,rtly by a ,Students Pilot's
Licence and a Private Pilot's Licence. It is proposed to introduce the new licences
as pa.rt of the revised code of Air Navigation reculations now nearing ~Qmpletion

following a~reements reached by the Internat,ional Civil Aviation Organisation.
At present there is no control over any , learner flyer' who has reached

the sta~e of solo flying, se long as he keeps within three miles of the aerodrome
and has reached the age of seventeen. When, the new regulations come into
force, a learner will not be allowed to fly solo at all wntil he has obtained a Student
Pilot'S Li~ence, t;he only requirements for which are to be aged 17 and to have
passed a medical examination. The holder may then fly urilder the orders of an
authorised flying instructor, but he may do so anywhere in the U.K.

A Class "A" licence can now be obtained after only three hours' solo
flying; the, applicant for the new Private Pilot's licence lunless he already holds
an " A " Licence) will have done 40 hours of flying, of whicl\ 15 have been solo.
At present the only examination for the" A " Ucen~e is in, Aviation Law; the
cal'1didate for the Private Pilot's Licen~e will also take examinations in navigation,
weather and aircraft operation.

While an "A" licence ho'lder may fly any type of land aeroplane lor sea
plane. if his licence. is for seaplanes) without further formality the new licence
will be rated separately for each of three categories or " groups" of aircraft ;

I light weight single engined. planes llike an Auster), light weight multi-engined
planes (such as a Gemini); and' heavier tYlles.

Licences will be valid for two years fbr pilots under 35 years old, one year
for those between 3S and '50 and six months for those over 50! !

Was ever such nonsense planned by anyone outside the Mad Hatters Castle r
Thirty years ago, when aircraft were a good deal more difficult to fly than

they are, now, and much less reliable, the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal
Naval Air Service, possessed hundreds of pilots who not onl,y went solo after
two or three hours dual, but who Went into operations with less than 40 hours
and 'SO/lile times less than 20 hours' f1y~ng all told. Most of them are alive and
well to-day. It Is true that higher standards of tlying are required by the Services
1'10W, but it is a good deal easier, less trying, and less tiring than it was, and much
less hazardous. So that on practical grounds there are no reasons for the new
;proposals. But there are a good many reasons against them.

Iiirst the tost. Who (and especially if he is only 17) is going to be able to
afford 40 hours' flying at say £2. Ss. Od. an hour (the average figure). To:.al cost
about £100. T'he flying clubs are already unable to make ends meet because of
the few people who are able to afford to fly to-day. If those few are going to
be mulcted every two years in order to be able to keep their licences, thell
there will be few licences taken or renewed. This enly applies to those under 35.

The age' business is probably the biggest nonsense of all. If a pilot is fit,
let him fly solo whatever his age. He will be much safer than if he were in a
car on the groul[ld, and it's his own neck he Is risking.

Clearly whoever thought of these regulations did so • in vacuo.' They are
founded on theory, but is that theory derived from experience1 The theory is
that you can fool all the people some of the time. But you can't fool some of the
people any of the time. This time the flying community arQ ioing to tell the
MCA that they are not fooled a bit. These regulations are ridiculous, al'1d the
sooner they are dropped the better. We want 1Il10re and cheaper flying, not
much, less because it is much clearer. We want less regulation, not more. Let.
fitness to fly be governed by those whose business it is to take the risks involved.
Base any regulations on the pilot'S duty to flimself an,d his family first and the
State a:fterwards and you will be on the right lines. If he is fit he will pass a
medicall examination for an insurance policy. If he. un satisfy an experienced
instructor that he can fly, navlg,ate, and service his own' machine he will be eligible
for a third party insurance policy, and that is the acid test.

As for" flying under the orders of an authori.sed flyin,g instructor ...
anywhereln the U.K " Any sensible pilot with enough petrol would make
for France, where you can learn free if you ilre magic seventeen. Or even to
Spail;l, where anybody can learn to fly and, spend a montn every year untill1e dies,
gliding al'1d flying at the eXpeFl$e of the State. Mad Batters Castle indeed.
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THE S A I L P L A N E

GLIDING PROGRESS IN NEW ZEALAND

VARIOUS clubs and individ\lals in New Zealand
'. can date their active interest in gliding back

for eighteen years or more. The exploits of several
.. lone wolf" pilots can be recalled as far back as
the early nineteen-twenties. It is perhaps interestililg
therefore to attempt some analysis of the factors
affecting the lack of real development of the sport
"down under," and to draw some conclusions
therefrom.

Certail)ly the most potent retarding factor has
been, and still is, our geographical isolation. In
fact it may be possible to lay the entire blame there,
when all things are considered. In the first place,
overseas gliding news and achievements seldom
penetrated through to the New Zealand public in
pr·e-war days with sufficient impact to arouse that
interest or understanding which is an essential
background to any popular sport. Consequently
in pre-war New Zealand, gliding was little known
and was regarded as a hare-brained stunt indulged
in by a handful of enthusiasts.

rfhese .. keen types," withollt exception, flew in
open primaries, a class of machiJle which no one
CQuld call interesting or attractive, and in which
few would find any sporting q lalities. These primaries
were never at any stage a preliminary to more
advanced types, they were the sole equipment of
the organisations and groups which flew them,
although the hope was always held in those days
that in due course better machines would be used.
The deficiency of intermediate and advanced sail
planes was due 0f course to initial .. undercapital-

. isation," aggravated further by the generally higher
costs of importation. These costs were due in the
first place to an unfavourable exchange rate, and
secondly to the shipping charges over a mute of
13,000 miles. Naturally, local amateur constructional
skill was responsible for these primaries, but had
barely reached the stage of attempting more advanced
designs when war bwke out, and all activity was
forbidden.

At war's end, a much wider and deeper appreciation
oi the sport rapidly became apparent. Furthermore
a significant change in viewpoint and emphasis in
regard to the technical and training aspects was
noted. The sport has drawn adherents from several
sources; ex-service p~lots and airmen, power pilots
from the flying clubs, and the younger section of a
public which has learned the lesson afforded by the
German glider training programme. Clubs formed
in all main centres and several provincial towns,
and a National Gliding Association was subsequenUy
formed. Considerable research into the failure of
pre-war clubs to make progress resulted in several
important feature11 of policy now adopted by all
clubs. The most far· reaching of these was the
relegation of the primary trainer to the scrap-heap.
None of the pre-war primaries was airwerthy, after
six years, and the all-round increase in the cost of
replacement 'made solo training, with its inherent
faults, appear in an uneconomic light. It was
[\nther [Qund that pIe· war clubs invariably lost

members when they had mastered the primary and
had nothing further to fly, and the cost angle already
discussed had alway!> made it difficult for clubs
to add to theiF equipment. SconeI' or later in the
training cycle a good two-sea.ter becomes highly
desirable, sO the decision was taken to equip and
train on two-seaters from the outset, and tbe neGessary
greater funds were soon raised after intensive
.. money-grubbing" e:Horts.

As all instance, the Canterbury Gliding Club (Inc.),
of which the writer is 'a member, stood in just such
a position 18 months ago. In addition it possessed
a 250 acre field, with 90 ft. by 60 ft. hangar, a winch
and cable. It still has these assets, and the money
in the bank to boot. No fly'ing has yet taken place,
no machines are as yet on order.

The reasons are not hard to find. Firstly, there
were not, twelve months ago, many dual machines
available. One weil-known post-war English design
was just coming into service, another was still in the
prototype stage. Four American 2-seater types
were offering, at definitely more attractive prices
thall the English. It would have been simple to
select from this number a suitable aircraft, but there
were greater obstacles, all thoughtfully provided at
no additional char'Ke, by the Civil Aviation Branch
of the N.Z. Air Dept. In anticipation of impending
LC.A.C. glider requirements (to be promulgated in
about 5 years' time), C.A.B. had at war's end adopted;
with one stroke of the pen, the D.S.A. C.A.A.
requirements for gliders and. gliding, and added a
few refinements of its own. Briefly, they require
for allY glider, imported or locally made, so com
prehensive a type· record that one overseas designer
has expressed at least mild astonishment at its
scope. C.A.B. further sewed the situation up by
banning club constructional work and insisting
that any local construction be entirely in the hands
of the trade, thus preventing the fraternity from
realising in any way on its own potential of skilled
tradesmen as an aid to economy. The clubs accord
ingly had to choose American types as they were the
only ones for which type records were available at
the time of decision. If English type records were in
fact available at the time, no manufacturer said so,
and several did not reply to letters. In fact, one
well-known English manufacturer's visiting repre
sentative attempted to get orders for types of
aircraft which were definitely forbidden for club
use by C.A.B. At the same time he indicated that
there would be no interest in the N.Z. market unless
orders were received for 20 machines.

F0rced into acceptance of American types, clubs
planned to get around the dollar shortage by
arranging the construction of the selected type for
standard club use in N.Z., by an approved firm,
from approved plans. This course offered no pros
pects of economy, but was the only way out ill the
circumstances. This plan was implemented 15 months
ago, bu t suffered repeated setbacks 011 technical
points. It has now been abandoned this month, @1l

receipt of information from the English firm referred
2
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to, to the effect that type records have now been
prepared for their range of machiJles. Further
information is now required in order to decide
whether to build under license or import direct.
Latest news from overseas sources reveals that an
exceedingly attractive two-seater will be available
shortly in Canada, at an equally tempting price,
and that it will have a type reoord aoceptable to
C.A.:B. The appreciation of the {NZ. to parity
with steding as of last month makes the prospects
of obtaining a machine from overseas sources
extremely bright.

A change of heart on the part of Air Dept. in
recent weeks has further improved the situation.
The needs and ability of the movement have now
somewhat belatedly been recognised, and clubs
ace now pe.rmitted to perform a reasonable and quite
worthwhile portion of assembly and constructional
work. Thus an unfortunate and unnecessary :3 years
of stalemate appeal"s to be drawing to a close.

The Air Dept. attitude is easily understood.
Foreseeing that overseas gliding would eventually
have to come into line with expected LC.A.C. gliding
r.equirements, and in so doing scrap fleets of machin,es
or subject the authorities to a troublesome period of

transition, C.A.B. have decided to by-pass such a
transitio!lal stage by prohibiting import or con·
struction of types which are not fully documented
or fall below a definite high standard of design.
While such a decision has undoubted~y made for
economy of effort on C.A.B.'s part, the N.Z. gliding
movement has been subjected thereby to :3 years of
wasted effort, loss of public sympathy, and individual
frustration. It argues well for the future that our
ranks hav,e not been depleted by waning enthusiasm.

Making allowance for production dates, and the
inevitable shipping and supply delays, it can be
cal\tiously predicted that gliders may be flying in
N.Z. a year from now. That millennial day will,
we feel, release such a flood of enthusiasm as will
provide a sound basis for our future expansion, with
widespread popular backing of the sport.

\\le have our own standing waves, our own lusty
thermalI', hills and mountains, and brisk ocean
breezes, to say nothing of our own up-to-date variety
of red tape. Let's hope that from such a brew we
can in time provide some interesting line-shooting
for your pages.

A. W. S. STUCKEY.

SOARING IN FRANCE

The Montugne Noire National Soaring
Centre

by GUY BORGE

NEAR Toulouse (40 miles) stands the important
Montagne Noire National ~aring Centre,

at the border of three nice countries:' Haute
Garonne, Aude, and Taol.

The Centre, away from inhabited land, has difficult
access by a bad road crossing the NI'. 624 Castel
naudary-Revel Way. Its situation is superb, at
2,000 feet, and visibility almost round 360 degrees,
covers 70 miles to the high Pyrenees; the Centre
apparently has a position rather similar to the
Long Mynd.

That is why the Montagne Noire looked a beautiful
Soaring site to Messrs. Thomas and Guarrigue when
in 1932 they sought a suitable field for their Toulouse
Soaring Club. Their prospecting flight in a" Sulky"
glider' gave some good results in spite of many
difficulties, mainly due to the need of an access
road; oxen were often enlisted to tow the cars
from the mud. In October, 19:32, Guarrigue flew
1 hour 30, Thomas 3 bours 25, two good performances.
1933 saw the erection of a hangar on the hill, and
M. Castello, an engineer from Dewoitine, interested
by the tests, built. for Thomas a new performance
sailplane.. the Caste! "Condor."

In 19:35 Thomas broke the French distance record
by going to Nlazamet (21 miles i). But one unhappy
day, the terrible autan wind blew down the hangar
and all the gliders collected during five years of
continuous work. This disaster did not cooL the

3

A double Roll of Stationa,ry Strato-Cumulus ill the lee
of Le ~lontagne Noire caused 11)' the A u/an willd.
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souls of the promoters who built a new hangar
and (in 1936) organised an Easter Contest between
21 competitors flying 10 machines. It was successful
and international owing to the participation of a
Swiss team flying a .. Spyr 3." One also saw the
good performances of the tailless sailplane" Fauvel
A.V.3" and· of the new" Castel" two·seater.

By 1940. Soaring was reorganised in France, and
La Montagne Noire became a big Centre with a
splendid equipment of fixed winches, hangars.
barracks and workshop. At Castelnaudary, 7 miles
away in the plain. studies of prototypes and pro
duction of serial types were carried out to supply
the Centre and give it means to train the numerous
pilots. Now it has the most important fleet of
sailplanes in the world: about a hundred, of which
a number is stored in the country owing to lack of
room. I have cOllnted in the hangars fifty machines
ready to fly. or derigged :
Primary-

6 .. Avia 1i)2" Nacelled Primaries.
TraInlng-14

:l "\Volfs"
I "Hutter 17"
fi .. Emouchets "
3 " Grunaus ..
2 "Nonl 1300's H

Performance-tS
Jl .. Castel 310 P"
i) .. 'Avia 40 P"
Z .. Rhon bussarcls "
I " Rhonadler ..

High Performance-8
I .. MU 13 Atillante"
3 " Spali~ger S.18 I[ [ "
I " \Veihe ..
I " Minimoa "
2" ord 2000 Olympia. "

Two-Seaters-tt
4 " Caudron C.800"
I " Castel 242"
2 " Castel 25"
1 "P.M. 200"
3 " Krallichs "
25 people are kept busy administering the Centre.

The kind Centre Chief. a pre-war Silver "C." is
called "the Father." The C.F.!.. M. Gourbeyl-e,

who studied the French method of training in two
seaters. has over 1.500 hours of Soaring. and is
assisted by M. de Lasageas. Flying instructors
are Messrs. Tardy, Delhoumme, Ambrosi, and
Levet. all Silver .. c." The technical instructor.
M. Emond. a Pont Saint Vincent Silver" C." Each
job has a special appointment: there are 5 joiners
of whom the chief, M. Aubriot, is a Silver'" C "
holder, some drivers, mechanics. secretaries. one
manager. one warehouseman. They use a very
complete equipment that makes La Montagne Noire
a model Centre.

The Soaring site is a hill, 2 miles long of an irregular
shape. but right for the North Wind. When this is
strong enough (at least 15 feet/second). the sail
planes start near the hangars. launched by a small
fixed winch with 100 yards of cable and a pulley.
The launch is sufficient for putting the machines in
the air, and more economical than a bunjy; it
saves CJuantity of fuel alld Inan-labour. A soaped
woo<l split receives the skid of the heaviest sailplanes
such as the" Kranich" to help the start.

The landing runway. just in front of the hangars.
joins the shape of the hill with many protuberances,
and a landing, which looks like a sk,i descent on the
snow. calls for special care if the willd is strong.
ascending and acros:; the runway. 'Without sufficient
training in the two-seater. many skids won Id be
broken.

If a pilot sees his landing will be too long because
of the ascending currents. he must take the slope
a.nd try coming in again as in a power plane. If
he is too short and cannot land near the hangars,
he nses one of the small runways along the hill,
with a 45 degrees inclination, where he lands tailwind.

Fifteen sailplanes playing follow my leader along
the slope was very nice but very tiring, and I often
preferred to pick a thermal ancl take a trip over the
plain; in April [frequently found a 10-15 feet/second
lift under the clouds at 3,000 feet above the start.
Under these conditions, launches by the small winch
can be laborious when one releases near several
sailplanes and between two clonds: one flies at 20
yards from the hill and the down current considerably
exceeds the slope lift.

When the wind is not fast enough to opemte the
small winch. the sailplanes start from the eml of

The following statistics show the yearly flying results at the Centre from its opening:

I
Badges Silver" C" Legs j Golden

Year Hours Launches

I
I Silver " C"

,( B" 'C" Dur. Alt. Dist. He"

I
Altitudes-

2.237.23 2.607 I 90
I

90 65 15 8 G1941
I1942 3.179.44 3.241 74

I
98 76 39 8 10

1945
I

4.714.31 4.828 ? 21 36 26 22 ?
1946 4.153.37 5.93G 25 53 69 38 16 1!J
1947 4.331.23 8.353 34 73 82 55 31 32 2

ITotal 18.616.38 24.965 ? 335 :3:28 --I 173 8~) ? I 2

4
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Le Montaglle Noire.

A genera! vie-lfJ fyom the Soaring Centyc. Left-tile landing area.

the tarmac, launched by a Ford winch with 700
yards ·of wire. The only currents then consist of
pure thermals, and this weather is depressing because
it frequently announces the autan wind, the universal
terror at la Montagne Noire: it descends the hm
and prevails a long time. Coming from the south
east, it is very turbulent and strong; it can easily
top 60 miles/hour and more: a 100 m.p.h. gale
twice blew off a hangar roof. .

The autan presents a mixture of mistral (wind
canalized by a valley) and fohn (wind descending
a mountain). Therefore, I often noticed by the
autan in the lee of la Montagne Noire a stationary
roll of Strato-Cumulus, 15 miles long, manifesting
waves.

Since 1941. the instructors have prospected all the
Toulouse country seeking for a field €onvenient for
fiying in the autan. but these tests are dangerous,
so turbulent and fast is the wind: in 1942, a pilot
was overturned in a' "s. 18," happily without
harmful results to him.

Arrangements have been made for the use of
a field in the plain during the autan periods, and

perhaps it will then be possible to study the waves
formed in the lee of tbe Black Mountain.

The instruction given at la Montagne Noire is
perfect, and the Centre gave tuition to nearly all the
French instructors flying to-day in the other CentreS
and the Aero-Clubs. .

As everywhere, a pilot arriving at the Centre
must fly a." C.800" with an instructor to learn
the configuration of the site, learning the landings
on the "help strips" across or tailwind, the
execution and stopping of stalls or spins. \Vhen
that is O.K.. tbe 'pupil makes a few two-seater
"control flights" under the supervision of the
C.F.I., before soloing the "Avia 152" nacelled
primary. The progression is the following: "Avia
152" "Emouchet" "Grunau" "Castel 310"
"A~ia 40 "-high' performanc~ machines (" Mii
13," "50.18," "Rhonbussarcl," "Rhonadler," or
" Minimoa ").

But this progression is right only when the pupil
does not show a fault in his pilotage; otherwiSe a
mistake, immediately written in his personal note
book kept by the Centre, is sufficient for descending
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the ladder- and coming back to the two-seater and
the primary. .

Such a strict method gives the best results and
limits breakages to a noticeable minimum.

The pupils learn aeroba,ics, blind flights inside
clouds, in the" P.M. 200" or a " Kranich," aero
towing in a" C. 800" or a " Caste! 25." The Centre
OWllS 3 "Fieseler Storch," but their use is ill
frequent: only for these lessons of aero-tow, the
towing of sailplanes or their retrieving from distance
flights.

During the autan periods the link-trainer work,<;
for blind flying instruction. There are also courses
011 meteorology, aerodynamics, material aids to
the preparation for the official Soaring Instructors,
Licences.

When one wishes to find the right wind, the best
periods at la Montagl1e Noire fall in l"lay-June, and
September-October, although the perverse autan
could blow at any time of the year. Therefore, the
success of the courses entirely depend upon the autan:
during certain pel-iods, the pupils do not fly more
than 10 hours. In the following one, they will top
40 or 50 homs and be to()-tirecl to fly !

The easjest flights to perform at la Montagne
Noire remain the c1urations; the air is generally
calm, and the " five hours" less tiring than in the
turbulent air as at Challes les Eaux.

The altitude legs present more difficulties because
of the low ceiling on certain days; on an occasion,
I have even flown under a cloud ceiling at 600 feet
and with 11 other sailplanes in the air. One must
open the brakes to avoid entering clouds and risking
collision with other machines in the same situation.

The best time to succeed in the Altitude exists
during the distance tests, that are always ped'ormed
to the Lezignan airfield, because of the scarcity
of fields (inhospitable vines are a country speciality)
and the proximity of the Mediterranean Sea. On
certain days, the travellers to Lezignan can use
good cloud streets and arrive at 5,000 feet above
their goal after 30 minutes of flight. On other days,
the conditions are less seductive, or changing very
quickly: M. Levet, an instructor has attained his
distance leg by taking off so late as 6.30 p.m.;
he climbed to 6,000 feet above hls launching point
although no sailplane could soar before that time !

Strong winds make easier the :Bight to Lezignan,
but sometimes add to the difficlllty: a 20 m.p.h.
north wind at la Montagne Noire becomes at least
40 miles fast in the plain. One day, a pilot was
overturned'on landing by a 60 m.p.h. gale, and very
lucky to be saved by the presence of a ditch where
he fell upside down. The trailer brought back to
the Centre his" Avia 40 " destroyed as I never saw
before a sailplane.

At Lezignan, the airfield chief has received so
many" Avia 40's " or" Castel 310's " that he knows
very well their de-rigging; sometimes better than
the pilots!

The flights at la Montagne Noire are ruled in
the same way as on a great airfield: the airborne
sailplanes receive some instruction by a flying
control with a great marks panel and signal lights.
Each machine, of which the number appears above

the panel must land as quiCkly as possible because
the normal strip does not allow of more than one
coming in at a time. A red light means the landing
is forbidden. A green light means land.

QuiCk interruptions of this light mean a very
imperative order. A red panel orders any sailplane
to land immediately, for instance when a storm
arrives. All the strips become covered with machines,
and the retrieving teams have a hard job!

A red panel with a yellow bar gives warning to
be careful on landing since the wind has become
very ~trong.

The best day was the 1st March, 1945, when 125
hours were flown by 18 sailplanes. The special
conditions of the landing strip do not allow this
number to be exceeded and to get all the machines
airborne; the hours flown would have otherwise
been more numerous.

Best months were IVlarch, 194-5 (952 hours flown)
and August, 1947 (844 hours).. The number of
hours at the Centre in one month could be envied
by some Aero-Clubs' secretaries durhlga yea.- period'

The good situation of the Montagne Noire Centre,
with regular winds blowing on a period of days,
has brought the breaking of many duration records.
For this purpose, several high performance machines
possess night equipment; the most interesting is
one of the "Mu 13," provided when Mrs. Melk
wanted to break the feminine world record; a
big beacon retracts in the side of the fuselage with
an automatic control.

The French duration record to-date still belongs
to Eric Nessler; 38 hours 21 minutes in a" Spalinger"
that I saw in a hangar; and the feminine records
were broken here by Olga Girod, Suzanne Melk and
Marcelle Choisnet flying an " Avia 40" or a .. Castel
242. "

Some altitude performances when the wind is
slight (don't forget the proximity of the Mediterranean
Sea) are possible in eu·Nb clouds. By these means,
Messrs. Gourbeyre and Lasageas gained in 1947 their
Golden" C" Altitllde, the former in a .. Kranich "
and the latter in a .. Minimoa."

The sea also limits distance flights; the best
was already accomplished by the pilot Orbillot to
Perpignan (63 miles). near the Spanish Border. But
the instructors look at the eventuality of 200 miles
or more distances crossing the Pyrenees Chain.
ft does not seen impossible for the lowest point of
the Pyrennes just in front of the North wind stands
at the Perthus pass neaT Perpignan (1,000 feet,)
and some powerful currents exist close to the abrupt
slopes. I even think that on account of this huge
10,000 feet chain arising from a great plain without
a transition, the wind must become upward away
from the mountain. But the difficulties will begin
in Spain, where the actual currents remain very
mysterious. The hardest work will be the first
distance flight; the others with the experience
gained, will be easier.

I am sure that the Montagne Noire instructors will
be able to surpass all these difficulties and show
that their Centre, certainly the best in the world,
is not only excellent for tuition jobs, but makes it
possible to break any record.
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Competition

NINE THOUSAND IN THE MYND WAVES
[

)l' the morning the sun gilded the first cirrus of
the warm front; and a blustering south-westerly,

rushing dovm the hills, tugged at the rose bushes
and whipped the copper beech in fhlttering lines of

TM'I OF B.6.ROGRAM IIf

7

brown leaves. I left Wales at nine, and by ten was
grinding my way up the wtted track to the Midland
Club's hangars, while overhead "Grunall" and
" Kite" sailed the fresh breeze.

7000

}oee

•

..
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A. J. SANDERS.

30th August, 1948.
(This is tMs month's winning entry in our " Is it worth

while ;-.. series.)

ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
(Continued from page 13)

Solo Training.
A most interesting and exhaustive- treatise on

Solo Training has reached me from Mr. A. R. Weyl,
Chief of the U .L.A.A. Approved Design Team.
This is a most complete survey and much too big
for reproduction in the Bulletin as it stands. How
ever, I shaH endeavour to produce a precis f@l'
publication in a future issue of the Bulletin.

the Mynd aH cloud was cleared, though nOl-th by
Stiperstones and south by Onny Gorge it still sailed
thinly past; and against the dark mass of the moor
crept the bright tiny wings of all the other sailplanes,
seeking the gateway to the wave.

The cold was sharp, and my shiYeFing toes roused
me from a contemplative lunch. I pushed the
speed to sixty and dived south-westerly, upwind;
down to seven thousand, the wings trembled softly,
the needle rose gradually from minus seven, to <:ero,
to five; once mo·re at forty, I soared again to nine
thousand feet. This wave, clear and cloudless like
the other and thFee miles upwind of it, spread over
the crescent lake and parkland hills of Walcot Hall
by Bishop's Castle. 1£ only .I: had gone to it first
of all I-for as the barogram shows I found it in
decay and from a brief nine thousand sank gradually
to four: how strong might it have been had I found
it an hom ea}"lier?

At two o'dock the south westerly backed and
faded and I spun down to a landing beside the
hangar. Grey veils of rain hung over High Radnor ;
and by three the drizzle, floating in a soft southerly
breeze, passed lightly over the Mynd.

Five days later, as I write, the August sky once
more is filling with the leaping curves of the lentic
ular: off to the Mynd again! For hill lift is fun,
cumulus is enthralling; but nothing else in soaring
flight compares with the exaltation of the Wave.

These flights were made on 24th August, 1948.
I have not soared any wave since, although there
has been turbulence and lenticular cloud to show
that waves have been present somewhere near the
Mynd on several later days.

•

Alan had flown his five hours the day before,
so the " Olympia" was waiting for me; polished
wings gleaming in the pale sun, parachute checked,
barographs ,inked and ticking. Away to the south-

. west, under the gFey ceiling of altostratus, pale sCtld
{armed wispily over the rolling plateau of Clun
Forest: but over the buttFess of High Radnor
snaked tl'le sea-serpent shadow of lenticular clOUd.
Hopefully I struggled into zip suit, fur boots, fur
hat, gloves and scarf: shoved my sandwiches in
" Olympia's" wide pocket, and at ten-forty the
keen types fFom Bristol and Poland bungied me
,off the 1,500 foot west s'lope into a fresh west wind.

In the cool morning air the lift was slack; but
soon sunlight, playing through a space in the cirro
stratus ceiling, drifted down the valley springing
thermals from the corn and I climbed in easy circles
to 4,000 feet A.S.L. Then as the tops of the faint
cumulus sank away below, while still no €loud
formed in my thermal, I realised that something
strange was happening: turned south-west, and
steadily rose away from the hill and the cloud in
the glass-smooth wind of a standing wave.

Long ago" before the war, I urged a " Kadet "
through the Mynd hill·lift while Simpson's and
Rattray's " Kites," and Thomas in the old crimson
"K£mdor," sailed high above in the 7,000 foot
north westerly wave. Always since then I have
hoped to do the same, even to make the 10,000 foot
dimb of the Gold" C " in that easy clear air; but
the exigences of the Service (that usefully vague
phrase) have never let me find the time, the place,
and the sailplane all together. At last the thing
seemed in my grasp; and, flying delicately at
forty, I headed into the 35 m.p.h. wind pouring over
Clun while slowly the altimeter ticked away the
hundreds and slowly the purple and gold Mynd
sank away.

The wind slid coldLy past with never a ripple
and slowly" Olympia" pierced the wave; lift grew
gradually to sevens and gradually shrank away;
turning back, I found the level crest two miles
behind, dived swiftly into the rising wave again and
quartered north and south along its three-mile span.
Still the thousands sank away till at 7,500 the mt
began to fade and, try as I might, "Olympia"
would not Fise above 8,500 feet. Here I hung poised
in the glassy wind while out of the Long Mynd's
purple background rose the bright plan of another
" Olympia" and the familiar wide smile of Teddy
F£OIl; and here we cruised an hour while far to the
south and below us passed distant airliners between ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Dublin and London. MF. G. A. Chamberlain, Chairman of the Aerotech

Under the flat greyness of altostratus the air Club, Hayes, has informed us that he is writing a
was infinitely clear; so that the grey gleam of book on the historic and technical development
seas beyond Snowdonia and Plynlimmon, showing of a,ircraft and is anxious to include ultra lights in
in splendid outline those western mountains, seemed this treatment. He asks, therefore, for the assistance
like a painted backcloth by Dali. Roll upon roll of readers of the Bulletin in the eollection of material.
the Welsh hills stretched to south and west; north- What is required, in particular, are GOOD phQto
waFds in sunlight gleamed the ripe Midland farms graphs of any ultra lights that have ever been built,
with, in the east, the dark shoulders of CIee and the flown and/or "pranged." Technical and other
sleeping dragon of Malvern. Cloud flecked the information is also required, the more obscure
sunlit plain and, far below, the pale scud dFifted and unknown, the better. Will those who can help
over the green valleys and wooded mountains of the please get in tOllch d)rect with Mr. Chamberlain,
Marches:. lakes, villages, parkland and castles whose address IS: 86,. Mildred Avenue, Hayes,
vivid and remote. Before the wide approaches to Middx.
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ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION

W· .ITH each month that passes it becomes more
, . and more obvious that the Ultra Light

Aircraft Association has two distinct functions to
perform. The first of these, getting people into
the ail' as cheaply as possible by encouraging the
formation of local ultra light aircraft Groups, is,
we believe, by now well known. But because this
particular function is well known we must take
care not to lose sight of the second-and less obvious
-one, which is to ensure that the ultra light aero
plane, as a desirable type, is developed to the best
advantage.

The two functions of the Association are to a
great extent inter-related in that those of our
members who join a Group to get cheap flying benefit
from the efforts of those whose main concern is the
development of new and better types of ultra light
aircraft, just as the la,tter benefit from the prQvision
of numerQUS ready-made testing grounds in the
form of various Gr<Jups. In another sense, however,
the two functions are becoming quite separate and
disHnct from one another in that they are tending
to attract members into the two classes, Group and
Individual Membership. The person who is primarily
interested in getting into the all' Is naturally attra,cted
to Group Membership whereas the class of Individual
Members tends to attract those who are mainly
interested in design or who take a more academic
view of the whole ultra light movement. It is true
that in the latter class are also many who join in
this way so a·s to keep in touch with the movement
pending formation of a Group in their own district
but sooner or later these Individual Members transfer
to Group membership and the ranks of Individual
Members are becoming increasingly filled with
designers (amateur and professional) and technicians.

'Whatever the interests of its members, however,
the fact remains that for the successful performance
of its various tasks the Association needs a well
balanced and steadily growing membership, both
Group and Individual. And, we might add, never
has this need been more pressing than at the pres€ut
time. Aftel- almost two years of steady work, the
ultra light aircraft movement is on the point of
blossoming but the actual scope of this blossoming
will be determined by the financial resources of the
Association. These r'esources depend, in turn, upon
membership and every member can, therefore, help
to consolidate our present position and open the way
for future developments by helping to recruit Hew
members.

With one or two Groups already providing flying
for their members, and several others on the verge
of doing so, it is only natural that there has been a
tendency for Group Membership to grow more
rapidly than Individual Membership in recent months.
Naturally we are very glad to see this steady growth
in the size and number of Groups but at the same
time, we feel that it is a bad thing that Individual
~lembership should begin to lag behind. This
appeal is, therefore, directed more especially to our
Individual Members since recruiting of Group
-"{embers is more directly the concern of the Groups
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themselves. \Ve want to stimulate the recruiting of
Individual Members and to this end we hope that
each member in this class will look upon himself as
a pioneer of the ultra light aircraft movement in
his, or her own particular area, making a point of
introducing \lew members whenever possible. As
a matter of fact many Individual Members have
already done gooq work in this way but we believe
that much more could be done. \ViII members
please try to bring in a new member?

As notified in the July Bulletin, the posihon of.
Honorary Secretary of the Association is vacant
as a result of the resignation of Mr. Clegg from this
office. Our eall for volunteers to take over the
duties of Hon. Secretary has, unfortunately, brought
no response to date and we would, therefore, like
to repeat it. The need to find somebody to fill this
position is urgent and vital and we would be very
glad to hear from anybody-member or otherwise
who would be prepared to tackle the job. Don't
be put off by the fact that you have never done the
sort of work involved; the members of the Executive
Committee will do everything in their power to
help a newcomer. What is needed principally is
common-sense, plus enthusiasm for flying, a reason
able amount of spare time and the ability to type.
If you feel you would like to help with secretarial
duties but don't care to tackle the job of Hon.
Secretary, please get in touch with us just the same.
There is always plenty to do for willing helpers.
Please write to the Acting Hon. Secretary and let
him know what you can do! The address is 24,
St. George's Square, Westminster, London, 5.\1\'.1.

GROUP NEWS
Aerotec Researcll Group, Bristol. The Hon.

Secretary reports that he has opened correspondence
with the Gloucester Flying Club with a view to
fostering better inter-relations in the west of England.
The Group has been invited to visit the Club at
Gloucester and it is hoped that the Gloucester people
will return the visit later in the year. Having been
engaged for some time on their own ultra light
project-the "Sportsman "-a feeling is growing
witllin the Grqup that it is time they became air
borne. With this in v,iew they have been examining
various schemes, including the possible purchase
of a B.A. " Swallow;' or the possibility of building a
" Praga 114." In connection with this latter idea,
the Group believes that there must be quantities of
parts of pre-war Hillson " Pragas " scattered about the
eouliltry and would be glad to learn of the where
abouts of any of these. Members who have any
information in this direction should get in touch
direct with Mr. David R. MacFarlane, Hon. Sec.,
Aerotec Research Group, 38, Conygre Road, Filton,
Bristol.

Experimental Group, Elstree, Members of the
Group are busy on a number of projects, ranging
from work on the overhaul of a " Bibi 550" tor
C. of A. renewal to the digging of ditches to prevent
flooding of their hangar after heavy rain! The
" Bibi 550" (a 2-seaterj. is unfortunately just outside
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will now include small airship work amongst its
activities.

Community Flying Olub, Woodley Aerodrome,.
Reading. Some mention of this Club has already
been made in past Bulletins and we are, therefore,
very glad to report that t,hey have now applied for
affiliation to V.L.A.A. We understand that the
Club has now takel1 delivery of a second aircraft
and we shall look forward to g.iving Illore detailed
repori:s of their activities in the future,

NEW AND PROJECTED GROUPS
Mr. G, Don Bedson, one of our Individual Members,

.eports that, as a member of the Committee of t!1e
recently formed B.O.A.C. Flying Club, he has been
able to interest his fellow committee-men in ultra
ligllt aircraft and an ultra light section has been
formed within the Club. So far, we gather, two
" Aeronca lOO's" have been bought and negotiations
are under way with a view to the purchase of a
partly completed Luton " Min01'."

Existence of another newly-formed Club interested
in ultra light aircraft has just been notified, this being
the Preston Flying Club. Present membership is
twenty, five of V,,-)lOm hold "A" licences and the
rest being under training. The Club has up to now
been hiring" Auste. " aircraft for training' pm-poses
but, finding this inuch too expensive, have recently
acquired a "Drone" ultra light which they hope
to get into flying trim.

Another Individual Member, Mr. David F. Ogilvy,
is busy forming the Thames Valley Flying Group
which will operate from White 'Waltham aerodrome.
He will be very glad to hear from other enthusiasts
in. the Maidenhead area so will those interested
please get in touch direct with Mr. Ogilvy, whose
address is 9, Imperial Road, Windsor, Berks. We
understand that it is intended to buy a Carden-Ford
engined " Chiltol1 " to start with whire if the support
forthcoming is sufficient, a "Tipsy" two-seater
ma.v also be obtained.

The Flintshire Aviation Group is being formed in
North vVales by yet another Individual' :Ylember,
NII'. J. J. McLeIlan. No specific plans for purchase
()f aircraft have yet been made, the idea being to get
the Group going with meetings to discuss aviation
matters in genera.!. Enthusiasts in the North \Vales
area should get in touch with NII'. NIcLeIlan direct,
his address being: Aelwyd Uchaf, CWIl1 Dyserth,
Flintshire, N. Wales.

Mr. A. R. Weyl, A.F.R.Ae.S. We have very great
pleasure in announcing tJlat NII'. A. R. We".I, head
of our Design Team, has consented to sit on the
Executive Committee of the Association as Chairman
of a Research Sub Committee. Mr. Weyl has, in the
past, worked closely with Gjc. ;VIole, Chairman of
our Design Sub Committee and will, we hope, continue
to WOi'k in this way in his capacity as head of our
Design Team. By taking the Chair of the Research
Sub Committee, however, he will be in a position
to study future trends in design on behalf of the
Association: and to guide the development of the
type accordingly. \Ve are very glad to have Mr.
Weyl with us and are confident that the future
of ultra light aircraft design could not be in better
hands.
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DESIGN SUPPLEMENT
Contributed by GIC. E. L. Mole-Chairman, Design

Sub Committee.

Kits of Parts for Home Construction
I. 'Ve were interested to see some remarks by

" Spectator" in the August issue of " AIR RESERVE
GAzETTE," in which he mentioned our efforts to
persuade the Fairey Aviation Co. to supply their
" ] unior " in kit of parts form for home construction
by our Groups. Whilst he considered that home
construction should give A.T.C. Cadets valuable
training in half a dozen aspects of aeronautiCs,
culminating in the satisfaction of seeing their com
pleted aircraft in the air (or even flying it themselves),
" Spectator" doubted if home construction would
show a worth-while reduGtion in the cost @f an
aircraft.

2. 'Vhilst we appreciate that some Groups may
be in the happy position of being able to afford
to buy their aircraft in the completed state (possibly
by means of hire-purchase if this can be arranged).
we are doing our utmost to enable other Groups
less fortunately situated to be able to purchase
aircraft in l{it form, as we believe this is one of the
best means of obtaining a machine at the cheapest
possible cost. The kit would include all parts
and fittings requiring welding, splicing, machining
or other processes beyond the capacity of the average
amateur constructor. Moreover all ribs, frames and
formers etc., requiririg complicated jigs would be
pre-fabricated and included in the kit. Thus a
Group would require only a normal tool-kit and a
simply equipped workshop, while members of the
Group need only be experienced iu general fitting,
carpentry and fabric work.

3. A considerable proportion of the man-hours
required to produce an ail-craIt are taken up in
covering components and in the final assembly,
e.g. ply skinning, fabric work, doping and painting,
connecting up controls, fitting instruments, etc.
This work is well within the capacity of the average
Group and. it is of interest, therefore, to quote Mr.
Slingsby's provisional estimate of the cost of the
" ~10tor-Tutor," which he hopes to sell in kit form.
This aircraft is likely to cost £660 complete ex
works whereas in kit form, the cost should be
approximately £285, less engine and propeller.
Assuming that a Group buys such a kit of parts and
obtains its engine (a J,A.P, 37 h.p. unit for which
the "Motor-Tutor" is designed) through the
Association at the special discount terms offered
to our members, a saving of something of the order
of £200 would result-an appl-eciable sum to any
Group!

4. A fnrther advantage of the kit of parts scheme
was suggested to us recently by J\'lr. E. O. Tips, who
designed the Fairey "Junior" with this idea
especially in mirid. He considers that production
of aircraft in kit-form lends itself admirably to ease
oI packing and despatch by the manufacturer to
customers a long distance overseas and thus the
scheme may have possibilities in aiding our export
drive!

6. We hope before long to be able to offer kits
of parts and working drawings of suitable approved
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VL.A. designs for home construction. Groups having
adequate technical experience and resources, and
who build their aircraft under the guidance of our
inspectional organisation (now forming) will, subject
to a satisfactory final inspection and test flight,
be eligible to obtain a Certificate of Air worthiness
for their aircraft under the terms of the recently
negotiated ultra light aircraft requirements.

Mr. R. F. Stedman. A.R.Ae.S.
6. Members will be interested to learn that

Mr. R. F. Stedman, who has been responsible for all
the prototype and development flying of the Chri~lea

/' Ace," has offered his services to us as a test pilot
consultant approved by the Air Registration Board.
.Mr. Stedman was well-known to us before the war
in connection with the design and flying of gliders
and we have every confidence in his ability and
experience. His services will be of value to Groups
who require official test flights to be carried out on
their aircraft prior to the issue of a C. of A. after
construction or its renewal after major repairs and
modifications.

Suggested Standardisatian of U.L.A. 'Components.
7. ''liVe have received a long letter from Mr.

Angus NIalcolm of the Caribbean Petroleum Company
in Venezuela in which, amongst other points, he makes
the interesting suggestion that we should decide
upon, and standardise, the design of as many V.L.A.
components as possible. Thus,. we should lay down
a wing rib standard and ribs built to this standard
design would be fitted on to spars of standard section
whose length could be varied to suit different air
craft designs. The wing could be used either on low
or high wing types of aircraft, and could be fitted
either as one 'complete wing or as outer panels
attached to standardised centre-section fittings.
Mr. Malcolm considered that his idea could be applied
further to include undercarriages, fuselages, tail
planes, etc., and he suggested that we should get out
a handbook of standard V.L.A. components. In
his opinion, the loss of efficiency resulting from such
standardisation would be amply compensated for
\l:>y the red uced cost and ease and speed of con
struction.

8. "Ve put the suggestion for comment to Mr.
A. R. 'Veyl, the well-known authority on aero
dynamics and, as reported elsewhere in this Bulletin
the recently elected Chairman of our Research
Sub Committee. NIr. Weyl thought, however, that
a. .. Meccano" type of design was certainly not
practical, at least not tu the extent outlined by
Mr. Malcolm, but he considered that we should
certainly come to the use of standard materials and
half-fabricated parts. He hoped, moreover, that
we should eventually adopt a rugged standardised
.. Primary" airframe design for the constructional
and flying training of our Groups. In addition,
NIr. Weyl also suggested a standardised General
Purpose V.L.A. capable of being made in quantity
and suitable for competitions and pylon racing,
etc., where the skill of the competitor is to be the
sole decidiug factor rather than technical differences
in the aircraft participating.

9. We would be most interested to have members'
views of both NIr. Malcolm's and Mr. Weyl's ideas.
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Jet·Propelled Airserews.
10. \\'e have received details of a most interesting

invention by an Austrian engineer, HelT Josef
Reder, of VViesloch/B<liden, formerly with the Junkers
works. The invention consists of an airscrew which
is jet-propelled at its tips, an idea which is 110t
new but which, in this case, seems to have been
approached in a way which overcomes the major
difficulty involved. The problem is that, whereas
the simple. ram-jet is hopelessly ineffective when
operated at a speed below about twice that of sound,
tl1.e airsCF.ew Itself suffers a considerable loss of
efficiency as its tip speed approaches that of sound.

11. HeIT Reder gets over this difficulty in his
" Re- Jet" propeller by uWisin,g pulsating ducts
for his jets, the principle being the same as that used
in the eIlgine of the V.I flying bomb. This enables
ram pressure to give a reasonably efficient jet thrust
at the sub-sonic speed of the airscrew tips. He
claims to be able to improve the combustion of
pulso-ducts by utilising air pressure vibrations of
ukra-sonic (Le. inaudible) frequency to produce
spontaneous ignition of the mixture, i.e. a succession
of detonation waves with complete combustion.
This, he states, will give a higher 1et velocity and
hence mOI'e thrust.

12. The estimated performances of two sizes of
" Re-jet" propellers are quoted. The first, of. I
metre diameter, gives 28 b.h.p. at 40 m.p.h. forward
speed, the power increasing with speed to about
90 b.h.p. at 200 m.p.h. The other propeller, of
2 metres diameter is outside the U .L.A. sphere of
interest; it gives 115 b.h.p. at 40 m.p.h., increasing
to 400 b.h.p. at 20() m.p.h. The estimated fuel con
sumption of the propellel-s seems to be about double
that of the normal aero-engine, but Herr Reder
claims that any low-grade fuel could be burnt so
long as it does not gum-up in thin tubes.

13. As readers probably know, for a given power
output" an airscrew gives a much better thrust at
take-off and at low forward speeds than is obtainable
from pure jet propulsion, the latter only becoming
efficient at high operating speeds. The" Re-jet"
propeller, if successfully developed, would give a
very light and cheap means of propulsion which would
be extremely simple to instal, and which would have
great possibilities in the V.L.A. field. For the purpose
of an auxiliary-powered sailplane, for example, a
retractable jet-propelled airscrew would seem to
be an iaeaJ means of propulsion and, as the power
would only be required for short intervals, the
heavy fuel consumption could more readily be
accepted.

14. Herr Redel' proposes to apply his propeller
to a single seater, tail-first, pusher type of V.L.A.
which he designed in 1935 and called the" Ducky
Duck." He has .another V.L.A. design in hand called
the "Merry Duck" which Ite claims to be an
improved version of the Italian supel'-lightweight
single-seat" Colibri." He states that the Russians
are paying ,much attention to ram-jet propelled
airscrews from designs at the Jlmkers works, which
have been transferred to Russia, and he is anxious
to be invited to complete his research, work in this
count!"y.

15. Mr. A. R. Weyl, Chairman of our Research
Sub Committee, has studied the" Rejet" scheme
and is of the opinion that its development should
be well worth-while-he considers that the jet
propelled airscrew is bound to come. "Ve are, there
fore, submitting Herr Reder's suggestions for cOn
sideration by the Government authorities concerned.

Marendaz Engine.
16. 'Ne have received particular-s of an extremely

neat and compact little engine which, with little
modification, should prove suitable for auxiliary
powered sailplanes. This is the new 65(} c.c. Mal'endaz
vertical 3-cylinder in-line engine, with a chain
driven overhead camshaft. The engine has been
designed for sustained hard work .in small tractors
and lighting plants and develops 18 b.h.p. at 4,000
r.p.m. for a weight of 54 lb.

17. The cylinder block is deeply finned and, with
the crankcase, is made in a single casting in light
alloy into which centrifugally cast liners are pressed,
The cylinder head is also of light alloy with bronze
i11serts for valve seats and sparking plug bosses.
The three· throw crankshaft is carried on two luge
white metal plail1 bearings, pressure lubrication
with a dry sump being used, provision being made
for the incorporation of an oU cooler if required.
Ignition may be by coil or magneto, the drive being
taken from the free end of the ove!"head camshaft.
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FloWl1 at OerHngltausell
(PHOTO: WOI.F HIRTH).

.-

The .. HaY/ell J V."
by R. C. Forbes.

THE MOST EFFlUENT SAILPLANE IN THE WORLDThe "Motor-Tutor," piloted by Mr. Leach of
Slingsby's, led the formation, with GjC. Mole as
.N·o. 2 in the " Zaunkonig" (going flat out to keep
up I I) and myself in the" Aeronca " (well throttled
back) as No. 3. The Compel' "Swift," piloted by
Mr. Cole, literally " made rings" round the forma
tion, and looked most impressive from above. The
formation leader realised that we would be ahead
of E.T.A. so made another circuit before we reached
Hendon, so that the formation arrived over the
crowd at Hendon dead on E.T.A.

After landings had been made, and the non
appearance of the" Junior" explained (Oh! that
Fairey's had sent both the "Juniors "--one at
least would then have been displayed), Mr. Leach
gave a very convincing display of the method in
which ground training sequences can be put into
effect with the "Motor-Tutor." He followed this
up with a demonstration of " how not to do it"
which was a joy to watch. In a general demonstration
of the machine, he actually made it fly sideways! !
After a beautiful landing (how it should be done).
GjC. ~ole took off in the" Zaunkonig" and pro
ceeded to give a very able demonstration of that
machine's capabilities, upon which I commented
in a recent issue of the Bulletin. He demonstrated
its practical "unstallability " and its great
manoeuverability, which was to stand him in good
stead in the race.

I mllst here make mention of the Heath" Parasol."
This machine, built by one of our Individual Members,
~Ir. R. H .. Parker has (temporarily only, we hope)
been refused a Permit to Fly. However, Mr. Parker's
enthusiasm is to be commended and pointed out
as a shining example of what is meant by "an
enthusiast." He dismantled the machine, towed
in by road 26 miles to Hendon, and there re-erected
it so that it was available as a "static" exhibit.
When I took off in rain to return to Elstree at the
end of the display, Mr. Parker and his willing helper::;
were at work in the rain dbmantling this little machine
preparatory to its return journey by road. Sucb
enthusiasm should not go unrewarded and we hope
they will have a Permit for the " Parasol" soon.
(Editor's Note: A limited Permit is to be issued for
the purpose of carrying out flyirig tests an.d if.these-are
successful, a normal PermittoFly wilfthen be granted).

The final item on our programme was the" Round
the Perimeter Track" race. The unfortunate absence
of the "Junio\'," and a last minute decision to
withdraw the" Motor-Tutor," cut down the con
testants to three. The handicappers sent the" Zalln
konig " off first, followed by myself in the" Aeronca."
I was on my second lap when I saw the Compel'
.. Swift" still on the ground but this did not prevent
the .. Compel''' from winning! The manoeuver
ability of the" Zaunkonig " stood Gjc. Mole in good
stead on the" corners" and he maintained his lead
over me. 'Ve taxied into the aircraft park at the
end of the race and switched off ju::;t in time to see
Mr. Cole receive the Cup from the hands of Mi::;s
Valerie Hobson. This brought our contribution to
the Rally to an end. In spite of disappointment!>, r
think it was a successful show. My heartfelt thanks
to all who participated for their hard work and
valuable service.

(Contil1lled on page 8) 13
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NEWS FROM THE CLVBS

THE PORTSMOUTH GLIDING
CLUB

Friday, 2nd july.
ElIiotts of Newbury delivered

one of their demonstration
" Olympia's" to the club as Ron
Clear had agreed to give an aero
batic display at Hamble's " Open
Day:" He had an a.ero-tow during
the afternoon 'and flew to Lee
on-Solent and back, practising aero
batics between bouts of blind
flyillg in the clouds.
Saturday, 3rd july.

The" Olympia" was towed over
to Hamble and when its turn came
in the programme the release failed
to operate and a landing had to
be made hack at Portsmouth
with the rope still attached. The
snag was quickly r.ectified and a
faultless exhibition of aerobatics
was eventually given at the end
of the programme with a head-on
approach and final touch down a
few yards in front of an appreciative
crowd.

In the evening Parslow and
Fripp had their first aerotows
in the machine, the latter taking
photographs of the tug whilst on
tow and practising aerobatics.
Satl/Yday, 10tft II~ly.

The Portsmouth' branch of the
Air League held an " At Home"
at toe Airport and EIliotts' kindly
loaned their "Olympia" for the
occasion. As we rigged ill the
morning Clear treated us to a
low beat up in the" Ambassador ..
ai1d later fIew up from Christ
church in the " Hornet" putting
up another good show during the
afternoon with the" Olympia."
Sunday, Hth july.

Parslow and Fripp had a last
tow in the" Olympia" both finding
lift from zero to 6 ins. per second
in the vicinity of the gasworks.
Fripp tried unsuccessfully to hold
the machine in a spin and amused
himself with a bout of aerobatics
including six suocessive loops.
Sunday, 18th july.

The rebuilt nacelled " Dagling "
was rigged after a late night
session of work in which Pete
Davis was last to knock off at
3,15 a.m. and Ron Clear flew it
on a test circuit. After some
minor adjustments the machine

was hopped and circuited !or the with a duration of hour 17
rest of the day by all present. minutes.
Summer Camp Su.nday, 22nd A /.tgltsl.

The" Dagling" was taken ont Bert Parslow was aero-towed in
to ~ur camping site at Amberley .. Ventura" but conditions were
whilst back at the Ail-port, Parslow not as good as they looked and he
and Fripp aided by Johnney Pears, returned to the airport after a
worked feverishly to get the vain search for lift. The rest of
" Ventura" ready and a short the day was confined to circuits
test flight was made by Parslow on th.e " Dagling" and a couple
at dusk. They finally arrived for luck by "Ventunt."
at the camp around midnight Sunday, 29th August
ready to hit the hay_ Ron Clear and Ken Fripp hall

All that can be said oj the aero-tows in "Scud II I" and
camp was that the weather was "Ventura" respectively, but ex
perfect for camping but from the perienced very poor lift. Fripp
flying point of view it was a dead ventured too far {roln the airport
loss and both the "Scud Ill" and landed fou'\' or five miles
and the "Ventura" were left away. The" Dagling" squad
in their trailers. were hard at it doing circuits

Some flying was put in on the from 500 feet, several delaying
" Dagling", but for most of the their descent appreciably by" slope
time the heat was too intense to soaring" along the ramparts.
do anything except swim and I DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHIRE
sunbathe. GLIDING CLUB
Saturday, 7th A ugust I - .

Clear was aero-towed in the Club Notes for August
"Scud Ill" with. the idea of ISunday, 1st. Wind West 10 m.p.h.
doing" Silver C" distance. How-' This day was remarkable for
ever he unfortunately struck a the total number of flights, ninety-
bad patch ~nd landed a.t peters,' 'I six in. all.. The ,t\:vo.sea,ter. was 1I·ell
held, H miles. Before he had orgal1lsed for glvmg tnps to mem
time to leave the cockpit a per- bel'S of the public. Taking off
spiring press photographer, who I south south west from the middle
had been detailed to cover the of the field and landing ou the
local team in action, rushed up spot again the "T.2I" made
with that joyous "scoop" look thirty-five flights. NIr. Woolhouse
in his eyes. Senior marshalled the public and
Sunday, 15th A ug:~sl organised the list and Mr. \Vool-

During the mornll1g much work house Junior saw to it that the
was put in on our newly a.cquired wire was waiting for the machine
Studebaker retrieving car, but in all the time.
the afternoon it was noticed that The lift wa.s not very good and
though the' wind was blowing at first, only the .. Olympias "
in from the sea th,e clouds were stayed up, later 011 in the afternoon,
still drifting over from the north. however, the .. Tutor" and ether

The "Ventura" was brought machines were able to stay up a
out and Fripp went off to explore. little.
He cast off from the tug at 2,500 Total 96 launches. 17 hours.
feet and climbed up into the 22 minutes.
clouds in very smooth lift reaching lV!onday, 2nd. N.W. 0 m.p.h.
4,600 feet and remained in the Overcast.
area for an hour. No chance of soaring, so we

Clear was towed up in "Scud took the opportunity of doing
III " with the object of qualifying some training. Nlario Bosi of the
for his" Silver C" height, but his Argentine did three excellent cir-
barograph failed to record. cuits for his" B" Certificate_

By the time the trouble was Total 21 launches. 1" B "
put right conditions had deter- Certificate.
iorated somewhat and 2,800 feet Tuesday, 3rd. Wind South 5 m.p.h.
was the maximlim altitude obtained Roger Dickson and George
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Thompson returned from White Sunday, 15th. Wind S.W. 20 m.p.h.] ground level. • All pilots noticed
vValtham in the small hours in The new bungy launching slope the wave effect on the top of the
Roger's M.G. followed, more or was in operation for the first' clouds and some of them encoun
less, by the .. Viking" trailer. time to-day. "Vith every machine tered a vicious down draught just
The .. Viking" was rigged about in the Club lined up on the back in front of the Edge, in spite of
lunch time and duly tested by its wall, a good soaring breeze and the westerly wind.
new owners, Roger, George, and hordes of people about, the organ- Phil. Leech did 5 hours in his
Phil. Leech, who unanimously isation was soon strained. Although .. Viking" and Reeks and Davies
agreed that it was certainly better we did not want to use the new obtained .. C" Certificates and so
than any" Olympia," "Mini," or slope until the soil had settled, did Barbara Richards, and a good
.. Buzzard," in fact, it only just the temptation was too great and thing too as she would not face
missed being better than a" Weihe" soon the machines began to move her family again without it.
because there wa.,> not one around slowly over to the wind sock, to Sunday provided anything but a
with which to make a fair and be popped off the edge in quick quiet finish to the week. Cirrus
unbiased compal"ison. succession. strata soon obscured what looked

Total 8 launches. 50 minutes. It was an ideal soaring day for like a really promising day and
Saturday, 7th. Wind West 10 m.p.h. Club members. Cuthill obtained although the high clouds clispersed

A bright day with good cumulus. his" C " Celi:ificate. latel-, it was never as good as it
George Thompson was early on Several members flew the appeared to be.
the job with the "Viking" but " Klianich" and were very Derek R0per got away in the
he failed to connect on his first impressed by its good handling "Kite" at just the Fight moment
launch. Roger Dickson followed qualities and excellent performance. and landed at Lindholme, the other
and climbed rapidly to about Total 56 launches. 33 hours. side of Doncaster. That gave
3,000 feet. This was the first 29 minutes. him his Silver" C." PhiI. Leech
opportunity of putting the lllJonday to Sunday, 22nd A ug1lst. in his "Viking" was less for-
" Viking" through its paces and To summarise this period, we tunate. Getting away at just the
Roger made the most of it. had 263 launches totalling 144 wwng moment, he found no further

hours. On Tuesday, Davies rather lift and damaged his machine in
Thermal conditions obviously bought a packet by trying to get landing at Dore Moor near

being good, the" Olympias "were . .. .hIS C" below the stipulated Sheffield.
soon off, all of them had good height and as a result landed i Total for the week, 263 launches.
flights, Stan. Armstrong in partic- inelegantly at the bottom, the' 144 hours.
ular. In a flight of three hours .. Cadet" ending up poised on I Saturday, 28th August. Wind
he eventually reached a height of what would have been its nose S.S. W. 12 ·m.p.h.
9,600 feet after having reached
6,000 to 7,000 feet three times if there had been any 1.eft. Training in the" Primary" and

Thursday was quite the best day. "C.adet," Chris. Brayshaw took
previously. This establishes a neW Towards the end of a bright his" A» Certificate.
Club height record. Gerry Smith clear day with the wind north Sunday, 29th August. Wi"!1d....JJle~'t-
in the two-seater reached 8,000
feet linder the same cloud, which west 15 m.p.h., the machi~es over 15 m.p.h. ,~.

the edge began slowly to IIlcrease The westeSJy-wind stili perSisted
later broke and deluged us all. their height. At 8 p.m. conditions Iand on~again we experienced

Total :30 launches. 12 hours. reached theil- peak and mae.hin.es eondnions which could reasonably
53 mintes. .launched at that timc- climbed be attlributed to a standing wave,
Sunday, 8th. W~'nd N. W. IQ 1"/"1.p.h. rapidly in perfectly smooth lift, on a somewhat minor scale this

. After a dull wet morning there' reaching 3, 700 feet in fifteen time. Shepard was first off in
was a bit of a clearance but· the minutes. Above this height there, his "01.ympia» and it was soon
sky £emained dull with ~ood lift was a marked decrease in the rate obvious that something'more than
up to 700 feet. Bosi, Tweedy, of lift and the next 1,300 ft. hill lift was keeping him up.
French and Bulling all obtained up to 5,000 took twenty-five- Charles Faulkner, Gerry Smith
" C" Certificates. minutes. As usual, up wind a and L. Robertson soon followed

Total 43 launches. 29 homs. sea of lo"\v cloud obscmed the in "Olympias" and heights up
:38 minutes. setting sun and down wind, a to 3,900 were obtained. The wave
Saturday,14t1l. Wind S.W. ii m.p.h. similar layer eovered the whole conditions died away at lunch

A few circuits in the " Kite" of the area of high ground between time. In the afternoon Ron Booth
and " Cadet" and the rest of the Bradwell Edge and the Hope completed his" B " Certificate.
activities were confined to the Valley at Hathersage. Directly Total 78 launches. 16 hours.
" Eon" Primary. Brayshaw had above the Bradwell and Hope 15 minutes.
a try for his " A" and managed Valleys no cloud was to be seen. Once again, in spite of much
:35 seconds but it was such a Bert "v'ardle in the .. Kite" rain, th.e amount of flying has been
shocking bad flight Louis wouldn't took advantage of the opportunity considerable. The totals for August
give it to him. to obtain. his Silver " C" height are:-

The Cambridge Club were good with a climb to 4,700 feet. George 644 laum:hes-251 hours.
enough to let I1S have their Thompson in the "Viking," the I" A," 2 "B," 8 "c" Certifi-
" Kranich» fOl' one week's camp" T.2I," the" Grunau "'and about cates. 3 Silver" C" legs.
which starts to-day. During the three "Olympias" all managed Camphill has always lacked a
afternoon, the machine was rigged. to get off before the lift failed at proper bungy launching slope on
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the actual :;ite. Having seen our and 13 their" B" certificate from co-operation with the Midland
Chairman safely off to Switzerland, a total of over 1,500 launches. Club, sent to Long Mynd wheI"e it
we procured ill bulldozer which The results achieved are consider- compiled no fewer than 36 hours'
knocked hell out of a small stretch ably below those anticipated, but 29 minutes' flying in ten days.
of the edge just north of the are entirely due to the appalling Messrs. Hinton (J. M.), Laight and
windsock. Th.is will speed up our Iweather €onditions that prevai!ed Pitt all made flights of 5 hours'
launching, enable us to put in during course weeks. There was duration or more. Members are
more flying time and altogether only one week when the haining very grateful to the Midland Gliding
fulfils a long felt want. Even progI"amme was not interrupted by Club fm ensuring that our visits
Basil was 110t as mad as he might gales or rain and then only one are both enjoyable and Cl gI"€at
have been, when he surveyed the of the pupils failed. to obtain a success.
results. .. B" certificate. Five of our members, Messrs.

In this column some slightly Although the bad weather was Chantrill, Cochrane, Farrar, Lance
bitter comments have appeared a bitter disappointment to the and Perrott went to Switzerland
from time to time on the current course pupils, it did at least, for theirc summer holidays and
fashion for standing waves. The present an opportunity to acquaint enjoyed sOme excellent gliding at
events of the last month or so them with the maintenance and Samaden. All members 01 the
seem to indicate some oonnection repail' side of the Club's activities party qualified for the height
between the standing wave andIand also the chance to visit CheddaI" section of the Silver" C" certifi
the so·called evening thermal, so Gorge, \Veston.super.Mare and cate. David Fan'ar almost
that even the more sceptical mem- many other places of interest. achieved the distance requirements
bers are beginning to look forward In a particular case The Bristol as well as the height requirements
to the time when the evening Aeroplane Company Umited kindly on the one flight.
thermal can be forecast twelve arranged a tour of inspection of the Tota. flying for the month of
hours in advance. .. Brabazon I" airliner and the August totalled 39 hours 37 minutes

The film people have gone. new hangar. This visit was greatly from a total of 768 launches. Two
They have been at Camphill for appreciated and enjoyed by all .. A," four" B" and three Silver
all our holiday weeks this summer concerned. " C" (Duration) certificates were
and we had come to regard them Many appreciative letters have· gained from flight in Club aircraft.
as a customal'y adjunct to gliding. since been received from persons The two most notable flights
Many of us have been surprised who attended the courses and it of the month were made by Rex
to find that for tantalizing un· can be stated without doubt that Young and David Farrar. Rex
predictability filming runs gliding everybody who attended had a IYoung, flying an " Olympia" and
a close second. The film, which thoroughly enjoyable stay. This using local thermal conditions with
will probably appear in cinemas is, in no small measure, due to ~ in a radius of 3 miles from the
this autumn, will be of general Mrs. Clarke of The Golden Lion Iaerodrome remained in the air
interest to many readers of the Hotel, vVrington, whose hospitality for 5 hours LO minutes. The
" SA TLPLANE" and of particular and attention was supel'b and the Icloud base was at 3,300 feet, wind
interest tu members of the Derby- Course Instructors, especially 15/10 m.p.h., and the lift en·
shire and Lancashire Gliding Club. Messrs. Secldon, Smith, and countered 3-5 f.p.s. David Farrar's
Beautiful scenes of the Derbyshire MacFarlane. Iflight was a cross country of 22
hills, ..uniq~e shots of .trainin9, The winch, which was designed I miles t~ Charmy Down in an
high Jlnks m the bal-, air to air and built by lliel'Iibers under the "Olympia."
shots and brilliant aerobatics. Some guidance of our Ground Engmeer,
shots of the latter which we nearly Tony Heron, is now in use and I MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
got were absolutely breathtaking. performs very well indeed. A August, 1948.
The Chief Instructor executed a Ford V.B engine is mounted on a During the month, two camps
magnificent loop for the camera· special two wheeled chassis manu· were held at the Long Mynd,
man (the camera jammed at thefactured on site. The 15 cwt. a Midland Club Camp start,ing
top of the loop). He also carried cable is run off from the drum, .on . 31st July, and a training
out a stall turn (magazine ran out), parallel to the wheel axle. An camp for A.T.C. instructors starting
a spin close ahead of the two· automatic feed mechanism operated on 29th August. Those who
seater (cameraman fainted), a high by a chain and sprockets from attended the .Oub camp were
speed vertical turn round the the drum ensures even laying of I unfortunate in striking a spell
nose of the two-seater (everybody the cable on the drum. Four of strongly anticyclonic weather,
fainted). ]t's certainly going to be adjustable jacks are fitted to the so that there was no hill soaring
a remarkable film. chassis which is thus maintained \\ind and thermal activity was

in an horizontal position wben almost completely damped out
THE BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB Iparked without the towing vehicle during the f·irst six days of their

The nine gliding courses, each or when in operation. All the stay. An intensive programme
of a week's durat~on, which the controls are hand opera~ed and the of winch circuits w<!:s put on, b~t

Club has been runmng at Lulsgate Side load on the wmch when no one connected With worthwhile
during cecent months have been launching an aircraft is taken by a lift. There was some compensation
cOlupleted. Eighty-three persons strut inclined at a suitable angle in the fact that excellent soaring
atte~ded the courses of whi~~ 46 in the ground. . Iconditions obtained fOI' the ,last
obtamed their .. A" certificate Our" Grunau Baby" was, m two days of the camp. The A. r.e.
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instructors were more fortunate, 15t1l August, Sunday. on a visit with their" Grunau,"
and soaring conditions were laid Wind from SSW to SW and Haho, Laight, Pitt and Hinton.
on for them by the time they had varying between 15 and 25 m.p.h. 25th August, Wednesday.
completed their series of winch with occasional squalls. The best All nine occupants of the bunk
circuits for familiarisation with heights of the day were of the· house were up and about at 05.00
the site. order of 2,70() feet, the" Petrel" hours to launch Mikulski and

The highlights of the month went to Stiperstones and back" Grzejrzulke on an attempt to
were some standing wave flights Gilchrist and Sanday were con·' raise the Polish two·seater endur·
on the morning of 24th August, vertecl to the " Kite." ance record which stood at 14
and the establishment of a new 22nd August, Sunday. hours 25 minutes. The wind was
Polish two-seater endurance record Wind SW/I5-20 m.p.h. A good SW 20 m.p.h. at first, and rain
on 26th August after an unsuccess- day with bungy launching through- and low cloud postponed the start.
ful attempt to fly through the night out. The best height of the day Then eloud lifted and wind became
of 25th/26th. This lattel' is subject was by Sanders in "Olympia" W/30-40 and blew the sock down.
to confirmation by the F.A.I. owned by syndicate from Co'llege Flying commenced but the Poles

The following are extracts from of Aeronautics, consisting of felt that it was now rather late
the log for the better days: Sanders, Yates, and Marshall. He to make a start. Laight of Bristol
7th At/gust, Saturday. reached 3,700 feet above hill top. Club did 5 hours in "Grunau."

Wind W/IO m.p.h. Excellent Two Polish pilots were passed Eventually the Poles took off
build up of 5/10 cumulus. Price out in "T.21" and launched at 15.54 hours prepared to fly all
reached 2,600 feet in club in .. Tutors." Day's flying night. As dusk fell, two hurricane
"Olympia." Ince Senior took his amounted to 34 hours. lamps flickered fitfully and motor
"B," and Smeed took his "C," cycles and cars stood by to flood-
and the C.F.1. took the" T.21" 23rd A'ugust, Monday. light the landing area. At 10.30
to the bottom. There had been Wind WSW/I5-20. Slightthermal the ground crew could not see
sundry large downs between the activity in morning folIowed by the two·sea.ter, but a few minutes
ups, and he ignored the fatal one. overcast and slight showers. Yates later they noticed a flash)[ilg torch
8th August, Sunday. did 5 hours in .. Olympia" (syndi- on the hill top a mile to the north

Wind light at first, freshening cate machine) to complete his where the Poles had evidently
to W/15-20. Cloud base at two Silver" C." landed in complete darkness. They
to thiee thousand feet above hill '24th August, Tuesday. ran apprehensively through the
top was 10/10 €over at first, break- Wind light westerly till HJ.OO heather to find that all was well,
ing at about noon. Terasewicz hours and then W-WSW/15-20 but that the nose of the two
and Morris got "C's," and 40 m.p.h. Two" Olympias" with seater was within three yards of a
fights were made for a total of Sanders and Proll were launched fence. The wind remained westerly
20 hours' flying time. The" Silver at 10.30 hours and contacted a 30 to 40 m.p.h. all night,
Tutor" got blown over and standing wave to the so11th west and though rain showers were
damaged a.t the edge of the hill of the dub rising to 7,000 feet and frequent the cloud had broken to
because we h.ad become €areless 7,000 feet respectively. The wind 5/10 and the moon had risen at
after so many days of fIat calm backed later through S to SE. the time of the over confident
at the beginning of the camp. Four Bnstol Club members arrived turn down wind that caused the

THE SLINGSBY
"PREFECT"

The lat~st alld most up-to-date Club Type
Intermediate Sailplane

Designed for full compli'ance with the latest requirements for semi-aCrobatic
category, using new constructional methods ensuring great strength with low
structural weight.
Roomy and comfortable cockpit-handli'"g characteristics equal to the most
expensive sailplanes-remarkable staMUty.

Best gli'ding angle .. r in 22. Lowest sinking speed .. 2.7J ft. per sec.

Price ex-works - £425
Provision for parachute, and complete set of instruments. Wheel brake optional.
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" Professor Bussard" and his persona! Instn!ctor " lVi/helm"

18

From a report by the Chairman September showed a slight falling-
of the Polish Gliding Association off in attenclance. However, there
on the Polish Duration Record for was soaring from Bishop Hill on
two-seater Sailplanes, set up by the 12th. Perhaps the most
F/O. Mikulski and F/O. Gnejrzulka notable feat of the day was that,
at the Long Mynd Gliding Site, when David Hendrv landed at
on August 26th, Hl48, the foot of the Hill: thereby for-

". . .. \\Te would do injustice feiting £I, four members of the
to "Type 21B" if we did not Club and some spectators dis
mention its vital part m the mantled the "Tutor" and mal}
execution of the flight. F 10. handled her up the face of the
MikU'lski and F/O. Grzejrzulka are Bishop I George Wllyte took his
unanimous in praising it. They" A" at Balado, and is also a
say that it is an ideal sailplane I qualified winch-driver now. "Ye
fOf similar attempts and its owe George thanks for much hard
stability in flight is astonishing. work and for his constant antici
'When flying in pitch dark, without pation of and provision for what
seeing the instmments and being ever the S.G.U. may need~in

blinded by rain they entirely cluding strawbenies and ice-cream
relied on the machine's stal'Jilitv one hot day in summer.
which they had found out befor-e On Satm:day, 18th September,
to have been surprising'; there was circlliting at Balado,

and on the 19th, the wind was
high enough on the Bishop (2;5-
30 m.p.h., gusting to ,55 lIl.p.h.
later) to permit launches without
even bangy. Tom Davidson and
Da ",id Hendry soared the" 'Iutor,"
without a barograph, for a pre
ar.ranged 40 minutes eacll, and
both gained Silver "C" height
plus on the altimeter, reaching
3,200 and 3,300 feet respectively
above the Hill. Then George
Bolton launched the "Tutor,"
going back\vards for a few seconds,

hill top landing. Afte, some
blasphemy in both Polish and
English the hangar was closed
and aH were in bed by 0;.00 hours.
26th August, Thursday.

Scarcely askep before the in
defatigable Poles had everyone up
again for a bungy launch at 05.44
homs. Hinton of Bristol Club
launched for 5 hom flight which
he completed successfully. After
second breakfast at 11.00 hours
Deaves and Ivin were launched
on 5 !lour flights which they com
pleted in excellent lift. The
Bristol "Grunau" was later
launched fer a second 5 hour
flight, this time with Pitt aboard.
Yates rea€hed the best height
of the day with 3,000 feet in the
" Olympia." Hill lift was con
sistent to about 1,000 feet and
there was good assistance from
cloud based at 1,500 feet. The SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
" T.21" landed at 21.27 hours The third Holiday Gliding
with NIikulski and Grzejrzulke Course (August 21-27), with Tom
having established a new Polish Davidson as Instructor and Peter
two-seater record' of 15 hours 43 Pearce as Winch-driver, had eight
minutes. They would have raised members, all of whom gained" A "
the figllre by u much more sub- certificates, and two, with previous
stantial gain if they had been able experience," B" certificates, again
to fly through the night as planned. with an average of twenty launches
27th August, Friday. each. Our tllree summer courses

Complete change in conditions, have gained the S.G.U. 30 " A,"
\-\Timd now E-SE and very j,ight. and 4 " B " certificates, and several
PeiSevered with winching but, in new members.
spite of appearance of good looking
cumulus, only one" T.21 " launch I

contacted useful lift.
29th A'ugust, Sunday.

5/10 Str. Cu. at medium levels.
J~enticular formations observed I

early. Conditions generally anti
cyclonic. All aircraft flew until
noon, but lift was deteriorating.
" T.21" and" Olympia" just
staved airborne until mid afternoon,
and then " T.2t" gave joy rides I
amounting to nothing more than
slightly delayed descents. A.T.C.
Instructors' course a.ssembled. I
30th August, Monday.

Wind SSW110. Clear skies.
AT.C. eil·cuits.
:31st August, Tuesday.

Wind S-SW/I0-15. Approaching
warm front. A.T.e. Instructors
and one Bristol Club member
made extended circuits. Pearce
took" C" in " Gt-unau."

Tetal flying time put in at the
Long Mynd during August
amounted to 189 hours, and this
brought the total for the yem
so far up to the figure of 1,042
hours 45 minutes.
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OiJertilllc iO)' ridi IIg in the " J<ranich."

before he dived over the edge of
the hill and picked up height. He
reached 2,500 feet and stayed
airborne for 34 minutes. .

LUNEBURG GLIDING CLUB
B.A.F.O.

August.
.6J.tho'llgh the weather has been

below the usual standard for
soari,ng this month, we have corn
pletecl 789 launches with a total
of 62} hours' flying. This has
been achieved in eleven flying
clays, which were the only off
work days suitable for gliding.

The month started off well fm
on the 1st of August, Cpl. Hatch
completed his last leg of his
Silver " C" tests, by soaring solo
in the two-seater .. Kranich ,,, for
.3 hoUl-s 48 minutes. This makes
the third Silver .. C" holder in
the club.

L.A.C. Lord obtained his Silver
.. C" height the same day by
climbing to over 5,000 feet in a
.. Grnnau Baby," he remained air
borne for 2 hours 7 minutes.
Cpl. Drysdale obtained his .. C "
certificate on the 2nd of August
by soaring 16 minutes. Eight
new members g,ained their .. A "
certificates, and 5 .. B" certi
ficates were awarded this month.

Several new members converted

to the" Grunau," progress of the
pupils has been very satisfactory,
the crash rate has been very low.

Our total launches since April
this year are 3,322, with 391 hours'
flying.

GUTERSLOH GLIDING CLUB
B.A.F.O.

A Gliding Gala
It is said that every dog has

his day: and so it seems with
Gliding Clubs.

And our first public debut
certainly was successful, perhaps
not so mnch as a profit-making
proposition (cash is a sore point),
but certainly to stir interest in
many who might never have given
gliding another thought.

Saturday, August 21st, dawned
bright and clear and our hopes
for a successful Gala rose with
the sun.

'Ye had planned for three weeks .
Posters were displayed in all the
conspicuous places on the camp
and in the various clubs In the
nearby towns. The" gen" for
the big clay had ;J.lso been broadcast
over the B.F.N.

Our sailplanes were in excellent
condition. Oerlingha.usen G.C.
had kindly consented to lend us the
Horten ]V .. Flying Wing" and a
.. \Veihe" which enabled us to

10

set up a good display of gliders
and sailplanes.

The show was due to commence
at 14.00 hours. Everything seemed
to be going according to plan
except that F/O. Ian Ladle)' hadn't
ar,rived with the "Vveihe" froni
Oerlinghausen. This was rather
seriou~ as he was using one of our
vehicles-which left us with only
one with which to tow our winches
and sailplanes on to the airfield.

The Flying Control caravan had
been positioned during the morning
so that the "wireless wizards,"
A.Cs. Dalton and Smith, could
fix up the Tannoy loudspeaker and
gramophone relay system. Plenty
of chairs had been arranged for
spectators-and a large marquee
had been erected in case of wet
weather.

Ian Ladley arrived ten minutes
before the Show was due to open.
This fact tended to increase the
state of "nerves" we were in.
Stage fright evidently !

Nevertheless, the spectators
seemed very interested in tIre
Glider display and as a stop gap,
the nacelled "Primary," was
launched on a so-called weathel'
test.

From that moment everyth.ing
was fine.

Numbered programmes at 6d.
per copy were being sold like hot
cakes. Several passenge)' trips
in the two-seater" Krallich " were
set aside for lucky-number pro
gramme holders. This definitely
boosted the sale of programmes.
(Ordinary passenger trips cost 21:
a time).

The fil"st item on the programme
was an instructional demonstration.
Spectators were shown how 'any
fit person is taught to fly. The
whole syllabus from. the first
ground slide to the con version to
Intermediate Sailplane was demon
strated (by experienced pilots),
and a running commentary kept
spectators informed as to what
was happening.

During the gaps afforded by
the various stages of training
the " Kranich" was launched on
passenger flights. Within half an
haur of the first trip the booking
list was full!! {Fete Latham
was due for a hard afternoon's
work).

The next item was a formation
and aerobatic display by two
"Grunau Babies." Pete Latham
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and lan Ladley took off within a
few seconds, and feet, of each
other (two winches were used)
and gave a finely executed display
of formation breaks, loops and
stalled turns. Everybody was
greatly impressed,

Then followed demonstrations
by the more advanced sailplanes,
Frank Smedley in the" Berliner,"
lan in the "Meise," and last,
but not least the " Weihe," with
pilot from Oerlinghausen. Un
fortunately the wind had backed
a little so the "Flying Wing"
could not he launched. It was
a big disappOintment.

At about this stage S/Ldr. McFee
took off in a " Vampire" Fighter
and for ten minutes showed us
some of the jet's capabilities.

Of course, there had to be a
crazy show and its commencement
was heralded by the arrival of
Sgts. Doug. Campion and Bill
Smeed, dressed respectively as
" Professor Bussard " and his per
sonal instructor, " \Vilhelrn."· Both
were dressed to play the part.
Top hat and tails for the •• Pro
fessor" whilst .. Wilhelm" was
every' bit of his part in pins-fours,
check-shirt, helmet and goggLes.
Both sported large moustaches.
There followed a hectic five minutes
of how not to seat ones-self in an
open "Primary" and how to
fly following instructions from a
bogus instructor. The Launch was
pathetic. Sheets of paper (pre
sumably secret) were released in
the climb and following a stall
of the winch (in which one boot
with parachute was cast off),
plaintive cries for help reached
the ears of the spectators. "Wil
helm" looked on admiringly! On
Landing (?) the nearly prostrate
" Professor" was whipped away on
a stretcher under "Wilhelm's"
supervision (nice work-Steve and
Frank I) The show brought plenty
of laughs-except one little fellow
who was crying his eyes out because
he thought " Bussard" had flown
for the last time !

After this diversion there
followed a mock bombing demon
stration from a "Grunau Baby,"
using paper bags filled with white
distemper. The first demo. by
Doug Campion' was horrible, but
later, Ken Hammer succeeded in
dropping three "bombs" just
where he wanted.

Another side line (directed by

Bill Smeed), was now under way. boiling tal', tarring stumps ami
He was busy selling montage- sawing timber, That first day, a
photographs made up from a dozen certain amount of demoralisation
or more interesting shots taken set in after the following con
during the previous months. versation was clearly heard by

F/O. Ken Nicholls---car turned all:
into a temporary office-was en- Voice:" \-Vho's got the white
rolling new club members, twine? "

At tllis point general flying com- Voice (louder) ; " I said, anybody
menced-which marked the end got the white twine? "
of the demonstrations. Pete had Small pause.
still plenty of work to do with Second voice; "Eh? Oh, yes,
the "Kranich," though. ten to three."

Thanks to the mobile canteen Your lady members, eager to
potentially dry throats were kept dig holes side by side with their
wet and everybody present at the fellow-members,. became a little
meeting seemed very interested sullen as spade after spade was
and amused. firmly removed from their hot

The club now waits for next little hands, the while they were
summer, when it is hoped, a bigger delegated to such menial tasks as
and better show win be put on, holding measuring-tapes.

B.B.C. Most popular spot, mid-after-
GLOUCESTERSHIRE GLIDING ~oons these Sundays, is the, camp-

CLUB . fire where BIll Iggulden Senior and
W'th th f I I' IMrs, Iggulden dispense cups of

I e succes~ u. cone uSlon tea and biscuits,
of protracted negotiations for the While the himgar l'ob goes on
use of the Staverton Aerodrome, the "
Gloucestershire Gliding Club was the runways are belllg rolled on
recently able to fulfil the con- Saturdays and Sundays by crews

,.. of our Group and the Beaufort
dltlons for Its grant from the Club, A terrif 'n tale is told b
Kemsley Trust and has commenced Y1 g. . Y

t' 'th 't f t "K b Mrs. Iggulden of the tnp up to
~f:J:t~~ns ;:th ~o~r ]~Sr five I::" .. Edrington " to. house the ~r~ctor
.. . after a day's rolhng. Les Wllhams

penenced lllstruc~ors m regular and Bill Iggulden trundled ahead
attendance, the aircraft has been th t t hil I . S .
kept in constant use. on e rac or w e .ggles . elllor

, brought up the rear 1Il tbtm car
. On recent fme weekends over to light the way and help in case

fifty launches .per day have regu- of trouble. The track was narrow
larly been ~chieved and a number and the only retreat was straight
of new pupils are well on the way "
to qualifying for their "A" back, down a steep h111. M~s.

I· . 1'1 "A" I' hid' Iggulden reports that those InIcences, w 11 e Icence 0 ers . I ..
tt" t' f th" B" the car, With a c ose-up View ot

a,re ge m
t

g m prac Ice or e the huge and menacing back
Icence sages. h I f th ff ed t

The Club's equipment includes w e~ s ~ e tracto~, su er acu e
b'l . h d t palpitatIOns each time the' tractor

a h~olle wmc an wo recovery showed signs of wavering back-
ve lC es. d A t h . t

Flying training usually finishes war· s. very smar C ange 111 0
, " , reverse gear took place several

With Clrcluts by the lIlstructors times. One lingers a little over the
and other advanced membel's who t . . . f F d V8
are awaiting the arrival of the en r?-Ilcmg v.lslOn

0 a or .
Club's first sailplane. r?a,rmg backward~ down a pie

ClPltouS slope With a Fordson
VICTORIAN MOTORLESS tractor' in hot and nasty pursuit.

FLIGHT GROUP However, when the tractor was
Newsletter for July and August, 1948 safely put away, Mr. and Mrs.
Like to make 5 per cent on £5? Casey, and Jane, nobly soothed
Who Wouldn't? I shattered nerves with suitable and

Mairi topic of conversation and much appreciated refreshments.
most important phase of our recent Still more workers are wanted
activities has been, of course, the on the hangar job, equipped with
erection of our hangar at the carpenter's tools and 2 in., 3 in,
Berwick Aerodrome. First spade- and 4 in, nails.
ful of earth was turned over on New Members. Two new flying
August 1st and soon eighteen members who've earned a warm
eager types were digging holes, welcome are Bob Gray and Gordon
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Macdonald. With 110 gliding brief stay in Melbourne, en route in the back seat, whose ankle was
memories to buck them up, they've to Sydney, and were welcomed promptly and heartily kicked by a
nevertheless been working hard with great pleasure by Ron Roberts Vice-President). " Oh, good
on the hangar aud will have and your correspondent. It was evening, good evening," said the
nobly earned their flying. great to hear of the progress being President, heartily. Pregnant

The Party at Bettye and Geoff made by the S.A, clubs, of John's panse. Large policeman, diffi-
Richardson's home last month was flights in his" Olympia," and to dently, "I say, did you know
most enjoyable and stressed the compare notes on Berwick, \Vaikerie your tail· light's not working?"
fact that social activities can be a and Gawler thermals, Hilda and He then stood amiably by while
happy side of gliding, as well as a John visited Arthur Hal-dinge, of the President fixed the tail-light,
profitable one. The supper was the Gliding Club of Victoria, and then cheerily said ta·ta while
something to dream about, The were very enthusiastic abollt the this certain car sped into the night
Social Committee is arranging an- HardingejDavies " Olympia," now once more. Later on, after the
other party and will notify you close to completion, regu.lar show, the manager of the
soon. Such visits, so thoroughly en- Camberwell theatre very generously

Keith Meggs has joined the joyed by all, make one look forward gave a special screening (twice
RAAF, Air Crew, and no doubt to closer and more comprehensive through) to a small but delighted
one of these days will streak inter-State co-operation. Ex- audience of gliding types.
across the Berwick sky in one @f change of ideas on equipment, Golden Eagle which has always
them' there new-fangled jet con· methods and techniques of soaring, Ibeen rega.rdec1 by many of uS as
traptions, \Ve'll miss Meggsie, undoubtedly lead to improvements. challcnged only by the Sydney
the bod, beaut, as he was popularly We're a small band, widely scat- Soaring Club's "Blue Gull" as
known last summer, and where, tered; it would be good to see the most beautiful sailplane in
Meggsie, will we tell them to closer contact with each other, this country, is being made even
meet you Now? Good Luck, A Reslg.natlon from the Com- more good to look at by her
I<:eith. mittee, reluctantly and regretfully builder and owner, Geoff Richard-

Visitors. Alan Ash, erstwhile accepted, was that of Hugh Fry. son, Geoff reports as follows:-
secretary of the N,S.V". Gliding Hugh has served as a committee- " The Golden Eagle" is ~mder

Association visited Melbourne man for almost four years and now, going considerable modifications
before his trip to England, and through pressui'e of other respon- and although the work is pro
was the guest of the President @f sibilities, is unable to continue as ceeding rather slowly because of
the Victorian Soaring Association, such. Thanks are due to him other commitments the machine
Bill Iggulden and Mrs. Iggulden, from his fellow committeemen and should be flyin-g again some time
Alan undoubtedly felt right at from tl~e Group as a whole not this year.· .
home straight away as the first only for his efforts in the past The fuselage has been dismantled
thing he became involved in was but for the future, as we know back to the main bulkhead and
a typical gliding moment's-notice that he'll keep on helping whenever has now been rebuilt to give 9 in.
dash to the factory of P, J, Film and wherever he can. In his extra length in the nOse. The
Productions to view a colour film place, the Committee has elected neck has been broadened and
of our activities at Berwick, Bill I Jack Scully, who has been doing strengthened considerably, the en
collected a carful of people (in- good work as treasurer for the closed cockpit will be fitted with a
cluding two well-trained and Lion- Social Committee, perspex canopy, and the cockp~t

hearted wives who deserted half- .Dramatic Incident. One night layout much improved, with greater
cooked dinners) and anived at not so very long ago, a certain width, more leg rOOI11, more com
the factory ten seconds before the car, containing sundry Presidents, fort, curved seat, parachute, box,
deadline, The film was one of the Vice-Presidents and Hon. Secs, adjustable rudder pedals, large
best we have seen, as those of you of certain noble associations, was easily-read rubber-mounted in
who were at the recent VSA pictureIspeeding towards Camberwell in- strument panel, elevators trim tab
night will agree, Photography tent on seeing a gliding newsreel. control, and torque tube and
was really excellent and made one, Turning a corner on the proverbial ·controls mounted on ball races.
jaded with ground jobs, realise two wh~els (and yonr correspondent A landing wheel has been fitted
anew what a glodous sight is a is not, for once, exaggerating) also, The instrument panel will
sailplane soaring against blue sky the occupants became uneasily hold a low reading A.S,I., electric
and white clouds. aware of pursuit, A second later, Turn and Bank Indicator, Sensitive

(Footnote: your correspondent a prowl car scooped them efficiently I Altimeter, Rate of Climb Indicator.
has decided, but definitely, to into the kerk. From this car a Variometer and Clock, with ample
throwaway that hat. large policeman emerged, strolling space for extra instruments such

Footnote to footnote: but has in that menacing way large police- as Compass, etc. A Radio and
an uneasy feeling that the same men have, vVith one foot on the Earograph compartment has been
resolve was made last year.) running board, he cleared his installed in the neck of the fuselage.

Hilda and John Wotherspoon throat and said Something, .. I The wings will have lift spoilers
(President of S,A, Gliding and beg your pardon?" asked a fitted and a new aileron control
Soaring Club and Vice-President President, placatingly, The large system, and will be completely
of S.A, Gliding Association) with policeman cleared his throat again, overhauled and recovered.
Pat Tolhurst (sister of S.A. Club's" I said," he said," Good Evening." Finally the machine will be re
instructor, Clive Tolhllrst) made a (Nervous titter from an Hon, Sec, painted and the fabric work
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ULSTER GLIDING CLliB
Septembel' 4th was our first

activity since mid· July.
Derek O'Callaghan ,(ex.Spitfire

pilot) whose only previous soaring
was 15 minutes at Sutton Bank in
July. attempted his 5 hours, but
was let down by failing wind at
dusk after 4 hours 15 minutes.

Cal'l Beck, who seems to shuttle
back between Magilligan and the
Mynd every time the wind changes
and who has put in a lot of hOurs
this year, flew for 2 hours 50

finished with pigmentecl dope. It Flying. June 2uth there was a 'I General Meeting was quite well
is hoped that the entire result westerly, 20-25 m.p.h. and some attended and the financial position,
will be a pleasing appeal'ance, useful associated weather. Michael carefully watched by the Hon.
greatly improved performance and Maufe re-appeared after quite a Treasurer Donald Sharpe, and under
a sailplane that will give excellent long time and there was a good the expert guidance of our excellent
experience in flying in a closed show-up from Newcastle: 17 hours Waiter Bentham, showed a sound
coc,kpit. IO minutes flying. The following basis of valuation and reflected

More to the practical point, day was more or less a repea.t care and restraint in operating the
perhaps, than increasing good looks, performance of weather-a fairly Club in the last finan.cia) year.
is the effect these mods. will have good turn-up, and F/Lt. Harrison An important resolution carried
on the "Eagle's" performance. took his "C": 21 homos 40 was to change the financial year.
With Berwick's thermal.happy con- minutes flying. On july 3rd-a end to the last day of February
ditions, we can expect to see some- Saturday there were quite reason· each year, thus we shall avoid
thing mighty interesting this able hill soaring conditions with subscriptions cropping up in the
summer. 9/IOths at about 1,500 feet above middle of the season, which has

Not a Charitable Gesture but a the Bank. We had a visit from often been criticized, especially
Sound Business Investment! That's "Miss New Zealand "-her real by new members who have joined
what you make when yOll buy a name is Miss vVootton-and we in the springtime. The Chairman
£5 debenture from the V.M.F.G. found her a charming and most regretted that there is still no
These debentures pay 5 per centIinterested guest. She seemed National support for Gliding Clubs :
,interest per annum, which is better thoroughly to enjoy the flight the system these days seems to
than Bank Interest and better she had with Bill Sharpe in the be to tleglect the strivers, subsidize
(hope Chif doesn't see this) than "T.21 "-her first soaring fJight- the slackers and try to keep panic
the Commonwealth Loan. Regis- and we hope these notes may legislation one jump ahead of the
tered in 1945 as a Company, the be read in Jew Zealand where we spivs. All this is very expensive,
Group is now more than ever a should like it to be known how and far too many are eating" on
thriving virile body, ~vith a' proud much we enjoyed entertaining Miss the house "-so what chance have
record of past progress and a high \~ootton. Altogether 2 hours 30 gliding types . . . until the next
expectation for the future. There mmutes flying, and the following call.up ! ! ? ?
are only a few .of these £5 deben- day, Sunday, 4th July, was a At the time of writing O'Grady
tures available, so be quick if you, weather wash·out. July II th, and his team are having a few
or your friends, want to take 1 hour 25 minutes flying. July days" camp" and seem to have
advantage of this opportunity. 15th, an A.T.C. course was running struck a good seam of weather.

Apply now to the Hon. Treasurer, and Slingsby tested the prototype Several Silver "c" heights were
Victorian Motorless Flight Group,'" Prefect "-likewise on the 25th reported on Sept. 16th, but details
2, Sir \iVilIiam Street, Kew, E.4, (during the next A.T.C. course), of this anon.
or Phone WA8493. and also on the 26th, Slingsby Our building license (Club-house

With which sound advice, adieu, soared this aircraft and the" Kite fitting), and catering license, ace
friends. Yours Hon. Sec., 1I," putting in altogether 2 hours still suspended somewhere on the

GRACE ROBERTS. and .5 minutes. A.T.e. courses horns of Bumbledom. Most of our
Victorian, Motorless Fh'ght Group. were running until August 3rd, troubles in this direction come from

and no further Club flying took the fact that we are adjudged in·
place until August 22nd when sanitary, having no water supply,

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB 9 hour~ 30 minutes flying was and certainly not enough money
Notes of Activities, June-Sept., 1948. done, Hardie of the R.E. Club to bore the bowels of the earth

This column has not appeared taking his" C." (Here we seem until we find one! 'fhe joke
for some time due mainly to hard to have omitted 3 hours 46 minutes about this is of course that we pay
work in the matter of its daily flying done on the 15th). Finally as much rate to the parish as
crust, and, in common with kin· for August. on the 29th we had though we had the Public Fount
clred. spirits, has also had to earn some good heights, notably Coulsoll at our remote and far flung door·
its gliding by the sweat of its and de Redder, the latter making step.
brow. The labourer these days a short but eventful Cross country
being worthy of his hire, and then flight to Wombleton.
some, this club cannot afford the General.
supreme luxury of paid staff of The Annual General Meeting
any kind. Insurance terms on was held at Sutton Bank on
aircraft have hardened, so tha.t the, August 29th; the day was also
individual will have to face 'still made famous by de Redder's croSs
higher financial responsibility and country flight, whlch although a
outlay for his flying as well as short one was packed with rich
the usual output of sweat, afore· incident. Most of us have our
said. Well, the day will come for " upside. down· with - nothing.
those who can stick around and on· the· clock ..." stories, but
remain sane enough to understand Mick de Redder's description of
how they are at last the lucky the horrors that befell him break
people! virgin soil in that direction! The
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minutes, al\d then Ia.nded at full circuits. Liddell went aloft in' monies. The" Kadet " was badly
tide on a narrow strip of soft his "Gull," got into all kinds of I bent by Logie, a .. C" pilot, 011

sand a mile from anywhere. The knots in the overcast before reach, the 26th August in the cotirse of a
retrieving was <done after dark ing 3,800 feet and coming out some hop. On the previous Sunday
and by manpower. (A few silent W miles away to land at Ballykelly we were lamenting the fact that
thennals escaped the lips of his Aerodrome. tnodern tendencies seem to make
retrievers). the hearty side slip Cl rare thing,

Others who flew on this good when we spied the .. Gull I"
soaring but poor thermal day 'LONDON GLIDING CLUB coming ,in doing a good old fashioned
were Bowman 24 minu1;es; Bell August. Another useful month one. .. That's what I call a side-
24 minutes; Darling 20 minutes. with over 300 hours of soaring, I slip," we declared.
{These three Lieutenants R.N. from including a Sunday with a reoord Unfortunately the last part of
R.N.A.S., Eglinton). And William of 69 hours. Conditions do not this proceeding was obscured by
Douglas 3G minutes. It was good appear to have been too good a cloud of dust rising from PraU's
to see Willie Douglas enjoying for the high performance types, stubble field, out of which stepped
himself after a long period of as only one noteworthy cross- I Major Petre, after shaking off the
inacbvity. Total time 8 hours country flight was made during rubbish, to make one of the most
43 minu'tes. Not much on Dun- the month; that of Dudley Hiscox chanJ:ling of apologies. The corn
stable standards, but a good day to Stanstead on August 29th. ponent parts of the .. Gull" were
for us with two machines and a August 26th had looked good but then returned to the back of the
bad tide. although .. Gull IV" and .. Mini- hangar. It appears that, like

September 12th was that one moa." repeatedly reached 2,500 other stimulating experiences in
day In a thousand that comes on feet neither was able to contact life, the great thing about side
a week-end. The tail of a depres- cloud. slipping is knowing when to leave
sion, pouring rain all night and The August course produced a off.
morning, and then a sudden wind magnificent crop of certificates: We have also received good news
shift to N.\V. after noon. 9 .. A," 10 "B," and 8 .. C." regarding site improvements; the

LiddeH got off just before high Three of the" C " were by people power wires are expected to be
tide and O'Callaghan was launched without any previous flying ex- under-ground by the end of the
with the tow car awash. After perience, as happened on the year and our main Club House will
two hours LiddelI reached 3,500 previous month's course, so that also be ready for Xmas parties.
feet and beetled off to Mullaghmore should PrQve it wasn't a fluke. Apart from the increased safety,
Aerodrome, 14 111iles away. Next month will see the last of the undergrounding of the cables
O'CaUaghan at 2,000 feet (800 these courses for 1948 and when will enable winch launches of from
feet above the moors) saw him we publish a final list of certificates SOO-I,200 feet to be made accord
go and following reached 3,500 awarded for course-members the ing to conditions.
feet and 34 miles, landing near protagonists for a <i National Tony ReiIly left us at the end
Randalstown. A truly remarkable Gliding School" will at last be of this month to pay a visit to
performance Oil his third soaring answered; such a school is already Egypt. Apart from furthering
flight! in being; it happens to be at the sales of Eon "Olympias"

This is only the second time Dunstable and it happens to be in Egypt he ho.pes to carry out
that Silver "c." distance has mn by the London Gliding Club. further investigation of the
been flowll in Ireland; the pre- So what? :"umbrella cloud" over the Khufu
vious time was tI'le late Norman In addition to th~" school" Pyramid, the soaring possibilities
Metcarf (Magilligan to Aldergrove, awards, a further 2 " A," 2 "B," o>f which were first discovered by
44 miles) in 1938. a"d H .. C" tickets were gained Prof. A. Aziz, as reportoo in

LiddelI scratched his head a by club members during the month. "SAILPLANE & GLIDER" of .May
bit when he heal-d the news, I The" A's" were taken by Mozo- this year. Tony, incidentally,
14 miles a1!Vay. He has been lowski and \Varner, the "B's" has put in 140 hours between
trying to get 32 mrIes for the last by Case and. Mozolowski, and the August 2nd, 1947, and Aug1!lst 1st,
sixteen years. "C's" by ]effery, Carr, Dowdes- this year; mostly in .. Minimoa."

Good luck, O'Callaghan! May well, Case, Winter, Rivel-s, Castle- Temporary members from over-:
you get height and duration in dine, Bray, \;I,loocl, Currie, and seas this month included Thogerson,
record time. Mozolowski. Russell did his Ii a Danish Silver .. C" pilot, who
September 19th. hours towards his Silver "c." came to get some hill-soaring

The "Kirby Kite" is due for This activity was not without experience (he got 16 hOUTS of it)
C. of A. so we have only the some wear and tear on the flying and Derbyshire, from the Melbourne
" Tutor" with which to finish equipment, but not always in the. Gliding Club.
the season. The wind came round quarter expected! While the usual S f FI' fAt
t? N.W. after noon and between type of damage occurred to the ummary oymg orugus.
tides eight launches were made "Tutor Ill" when' Winter flew :Number of Launches-OM.
t~talling 3 hours 14 minutes. too far behind the hill, it is a Number of Hours FIo,",:~-~,21'~'
LIeutenants Goble and· Corbett, little tough, to say the least, CertIficates taken-I I A, 12
each soared for approximately 30 I when an unfortunate ground slideI' .. B," 19 " C."
minutes on their first glider flights. has a " Dagling" collapse around Silver" C" Duration-I.
Lieut. Overbury made two good his ears during the initiation cere- Cross Country Miles Flown-49.
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Issued 'urinc Aucut.
(Issuld under dellcation, by the B.G.A.)

GLIDING CERTI'UlATU: .. A" 180 (Nos. 100S-17U Inclus/YI).
"8" U.. e I' 62.

SI,LYER .. C " I (Nos. 157-185 Inclus/n).

Additions to I:ertificatea ,cainad In AUCUlt, 1848.
.. B" CERtiFICATES

22. 8.48
22. 8A8

7. SA8
8.8,48

12. 8A8
22. SA8
I:.. 8,48

8. 8.48
12. 7.48
W.8A8
16. 5.48
I:J. 6.48
l:l.6A8
I. 8AB
9. 7A8

19. 8.48

Dafe laJ.'ell
H.8.48
2:l. 7A8

1. 8.48
10. 8.48
1. 8,48

11. 8.48
10. 7.48
:11. 8.48
IU1.41
10. 8,48
:31. 8.47
25. 4.48
22. 5AR
28, :).4&
18.4.48
18.8048
6. 8.4!!

2:l. 6.48
9. 7.48

20. 4,48
6.8048

18.8,48
!!. 8.48

JJate gainCl/

27. RA8
2:). 7.48
2:l. 7.48

I. 8,48
2:;. 7.48
0. 8.48

15. 8A8
22. 7.48
~1. 7.48

CON.TACT all aspects of Private Flying
and Civil Aviation by reading" The
Light Plane "-thc new journal for the
a'ir-minded. Reg~llarmonthly authora
tive news and articles on airports, air
craft and air-touring. 1/6d. monthly
from all booksellers or bv d,ireet sub
scri ption 1rom the publishers, £I. Is. Od.
per annum. Light Planc Publications
Ltd., 4, Sutherland Avenue, lVlaida.
Vale, W.9. Tel. CUN. 7902.

A. T. C. School or Gliding Cll/b
.. Imperial College G.C.

l.,ondon G.C. ..
Honiley Gliding Group
London Gliding Club
104 G.S. .. ..
Hamburg District G.S.
London Gliding Club
R.N. Gliding Unit ..
Cambridge University C,.C.
Cambridge University G.C.
Uetersen and District G.C.
R.A.F. Wnuslor! G.C.
Bristol G.C. ..
No. 126 G.S.
105 Glider St'hool .....:r.e.
I,ondon G.C. .. . . . .
~tartin Hcarn ltd. School of Plying
Lpneburg B.A.F.O.
I,oudon G.C. . .
R.M.A.8. Flying Club . . . .
Martin He.un I~td. Schoorof Flying
LondoIl G.C.
84 A.G.S.

CLUB, detail in the matter of these numbers
and, glancing through them, one
cannot fail to be impressed at the
progress made in the movement
which was in its infancy In the early
1930's. Price 2j6d. per copy, post
free.

SILVER U.DGES
Certi.ficate No.
:3:;6 ..

7850
.. 496:l

7706 ..
868:l
7744

.. 6652 ..
82~

7818 ..

" C" CERTIFICATEI
.. London G.C. "

London G.C...
Southdown G.C.
Bristol G.C.
I..oudoll G.C. .. . .
R.E.F.C. Gliding Flig-ht
Hamburg District G.C.
Derbyshire and Lancashir~

London G.C. , .
Catl1bridge Univer~itr G.C.
tTeter&'Il anu District G.C...
R.A.F. WUII.torf G.C.
No. 126 G.S...
Lnneburg B.A.F.O.
London G.C .
London G.C .

L P L A N E

Name

S A

ROYAL AERO CLUB GLIDING CERTIFICATES

Kevin Thomag ..
John AHred Currie ..
Anthony James Eiver:g
Dolluld George Osbornc
Regillald Seaman
John Knlllbell
Charl'cs C.olliug . ,
\Villiam Ricldoch 1'1acT,arcll
John Richard McKeill
Charles John Owell
GeQrge Albert Smith
Richard Corner Stoddart ..
Stephen Titte-y Carwurdiue
Rlldolph Peln15 Potgeilel'
Alllhouy Wltite Farrell
Frederick Leslie Harry
Peter John Bardoll ..
Harold Edwiu JanH.."'S Frosdick.
Ftemming Lorck
Jnlian Grindon-\VeLch . . . ,
Chrrlstopher John Spnrgeon 'Vood
Stefan Jerz)' l\ledwadowski
Reginald Eric Titmus

E

No, Namc
157 D. A. Smith
11;8 P.] . .'\.n3011
159 ]. H. Edward'
160 E. E. Hatch
161 I. G. \\Iackay
162 G. D. Pe:1<s
16:l P. H. B1a11chal'll
164 J. C. Rice
165 G. H. Llo)'d

621 Kelllldh Lestrange- \\-"00<1 ..
5671 John Alfred Curri....
6799 Frank Roy Padgham
7786 Robe"t Hellyar Perroll
7821\ Donald George O.borne
85gS lan Hardie ..
8637 William Wood ne)' Bogg.
86;')6 Mario-Luis Bosi
M69g CharleS! Collins
8737 John Richard McNeill
874:2 George. Albe,l Smith
874:3 Richard Corner Sloddarl
8756 Rudolph Petrus Polgiele, .
8780 Harold Edwin lames Frosdick
8781 Fte11111ling Lorck ..
8790 Stefan ]er:ty }.1edwadowski

BACK NUMBERS of SAILPLANE
\Ve have uncovered a large selection
of back numbers dating from 1934
onwards. If readers desirous of ob
taining copies will state their precise
requirements we shall endeavour to
accommodate them. There is a
wealth of interesting and instructive
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No.
:l512
5671
6197
7826
784:l
8578
8698
8736
8737
8741
8742
874:3
8744
87.';6
8760
8761
8775
8780
8781

:8787
8789
8790
8791

T H

THE LONDON GLIDING OLUB
LTD.

DUDstable Downs, Beds.
Tel.: Dunstable 419.

Full Flying MembershIp:
Entrance Fee £5. 55. Od.
Annual Sub. £6. 65. Od.

AssocIate Membership
(non-flying) :

Entrance Fee £1. Is. Od.
Annual Sub. £2s. 25. Od.

Ten Club aircraft, including high
performance, 2·seater, and pri.
maries.

Resident engineer amI resident
professional instructor; flying
every day, Dormy house always
open, licensed bar, full catering
(at week.ends).

Soaring flight at Ss. an hour.
Training flights from Is. 6d.

to 6s. a day.
New members weloomed at sub.

of IOs. 6d. X months remaining
of club year.

Waiting list open for next year's
Courses.

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
GLIDIKG CLUB.

GREAT HUCKLOW, TIDESWELL.

Phone Tideswcll 207 DERBYSHIRE
To people living in the North

Midlands the Club offers full soaring
facilities at 101- per hoor in the club
fleet of Sailplanes.

Primary training if required, and
power conversions are a speciality.

The clubhollse is fully licenced and
meals are available if booked in ad
vance. Whcther there is flying or not
there is always something doing every
week end.

Subscription, 6 gns.; Ent'rance fee,
2 gns.; Non-flying members, I gn. If
you are interested please write to the' THE MIDLAND GLIDING
Hon. Secretary, 87, Fargate, Sheffield I, LIMITED
for further details.

The Long Mynd, Church Stretton,
Shropshire. Telephone: Linley 206.

Full particulars may be obtained
from the Secretary, F. G. Batty,
F.C.A., 2, Lombard Street West,
West Bromwich, Staffs.

THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB.

SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE.

Full Flying facilities are offered
te all Soaring and Power Pilots.

JOIN NOW and know Gliding at
its BEST at Sutton Bank, York
shire.

For full particulars apply to:
L. A. ALDERSON, " Lyndhurst,"
Sinningtoll, York, Hon. Secretary,
Yorkshire Gliding Club.



WESTERN AIRWAYS
Repair and C. of A. overhaul all types GLIDERS

and SAILPLANES • M.O.S. repairers for
Kirby Cadets • Immediate on-site repairs
service. Own specially fitted transport. Over
250 major jobs completed • Estimates free.
Enquiries welcomed.

Weston Airport, Weston-super-Mare
<,Phone WESTON-SUPER-MARE 2700)

SCOTTISH
GLIDING UNION

BISHOPHILL AND

BALADO AIRFIELD

PHONE No. EDINBURGH 87111

EDINBURGH

Write ,to Hon. Secretary

A. RONEY.

19, ELUOT ROAD,

AIRCRAFT RIGGING
SPIRIT LEVELS

(Ex A. M. Stock)

Calibrated <)°_10° in minutes. Vernier scale
adjustment. New. in boxes. as delivered from

Makers. P r ice 27/6.

Box 629

ARTHUR J. OWEN LiD.
Ill/6 High Holborn, w.e.1

Entrance Fee £1 IS. Subscription £3 3s.

Want to Fly Cheaply?
Then you should investigate U.L.A.A.

Grollp-operated home Or factory built Illlza light
alzcraIl offer the very cheapest form of non
.llbsicUsed. private fipng. This is' what U.L.A.A.
1. spoDsoring I so why- Dot find. out m.ore about
this rapldl., expanding national organisation?

Full detail. '"' requm from: HllN. SECRETARY.

ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAfT ASSOCIATION
24, st. George's Square, S.W.1.

THE ••

HAWKRIDGE AIRCRAFT CO. LTD.
take pleasure in announcing that the (ollowing

machines are under construction :-

Primary Gliders; Grunau Baby II p's
Venture 2-Seater Sailplanes

T.M.2 High Performance Sailplanes

Enquiries invited for repairs, overhauls,
renewal of C'. cl A.. , and modifications.

Write: HIGH ST., DUNSTABLE, BEDS.

Will YO U help our drive for Circulation?

THE ONLY BRITISH JOURNAL CATERING
EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE INTERESTS· OF
GLIDING AND ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT

ENTHUSIASTS

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
To ROLLS HOUSE PUBLISHING CO. LTD.,
BREAMS BUILDINGS, FETTER LANE, EC...

Please enter my subscription for 12 months.
Remittance for 19/- herewith.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

Cheques, PlO'., etc., payable to RoJls House.



Maintenance Division .

Airnork maimcnancc IlanfJar al Gocwid:: Airport

The Sen'iccJ of Ai'rwork are i Ail, Transport (oncracting • Contract (hareer
'ly1n, _ Servicing and Maintenance of Airc:raft • Overhaul and Modification 01
Ajrcr.rt t Sale and Purchase of Airc,r.'t Specialised Aerodrome (aIerin.

Oplriltion IInd Management of Flying Schools and Clubs 'nsurance

• • Airwork Limited embraces every
aspect of aviation for prj,,'ate and
commercial enterprises., and lays claim
to an unrivalled record of activities. In
tile maintenance of its world-wide
organisation-largest iI\ this country
run by private enterprise~Airwork

disposes of a pool of C)ver one hundred
licensed engineers. During the ,first six
months of 194-7 alone, Airwork carried
outat Blackbushe, Gatwick and tangley
Airports two thousand daily inspec
tions, two hundred and fifty three
schedule inspection overhauls and sixty
C, of A. overhauls. Simultaneously, at
overseas branches two thousand seven
hundred daily inspections were com
pleted by the Middle East Section, and
six thousand in Ecuador . . . The
Airwork Service is as complete for a
single machine as for a 'large flee~.

AIRWORK LIMITED· IS CIiESTERFIElD STREET' l.ONDON • W.I • TEL: GROSVEN01\ 4!l.P
Also at : Gatwick Airport, Horley, S(irrCj'. BJ(Jckbushe Airport, Nr. Camberley, Surrc..')'.

lang/ty Aerodrome, BuckJ. H~ston Airport, tHidd/ese~. Loug1Jborouyh Aerodromt.. Dhhley, Leict. Perth Aerodrome, Pert/ls/lirt. Renfrew Airport, Renfrewshirt.
U!11

SAILPLANE AND GLIDER
AND ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT

:Brazil
Russia
Italy
Germany

Fi1nland
Turkey
Iceland
Argentina

being covered.
Denmark
HoJland
Spain
Greece

Czecho-Sfovakia

Countries
Utster
U.S.A.
Swhzerland
Sweden

.. SAilPLANE AND GLIDER" Is the only British Journal which
caters for those interested in GUding and Ultra Ught Aircraft.

'It gives you the opportunity of reaching a discerning, enthusiastic, and
rapidly expanding section of the p'ublic interested in these forms of av,iatlon.

It is subscribed to by indlvidua,ls.
It is available in all Gliding Clubs and A:ir Force M·esses.
It enjoys a smaU but. heal'thy circulation tooffic'ial bodies, individual,s

and Clubs overseas.

The follOWing
Austratia
New Zealand
Canada
South Africa

139 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
TEMPLE BAR 6451/2


